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1 ABSTRACT.  Prior Antarctic mass balance differences from GRACE and ICESat are resolved
2 utilizing the relationship that their corrections (GIAcor, dBcor) are dependent on mass and volume
3 changes of the same mantle material.  The average GIAcor from three Earth models are 5.22 times
4 dBcor for East Antarctica (EA) and 4.51 times for West Antarctica (WA), sensitivities (Sg, Sa) to
5 bedrock motion are in the same ratios, and relative densities of changing mantle material are 4.75
6 and 4.11.  Sg and Sa enable calculation of the bedrock motion (äB0) required to bring GRACE and
7 ICESat mass changes into agreement during 2003-08.  For EA, äB0 range from -2.0 to -2.3 mm a-

8 1 with mass agreement at +150 Gt a-1.  In coastal WA1, äB0 is only -0.35 mm a-1 with agreement
9 at -95 Gt a-1.  For inland WA2,  äB0 is -3.5 mm a-1 with agreement at +66 Gt a-1.  With -26 Gt a-1

10 loss from the Antarctic Peninsula, the total for Antarctica during 2003-08 is + 95 Gt a-1,
11 compared to the adjusted +144 Gt a-1 during 1992-2001 from ERS1/ERS 2.  Beginning in 2009,
12 doubling of WA1 mass losses was offset by increased EA gains that ended during 2012, bringing
13 Antarctica close to balance by 2016. 

14 1. INTRODUCTION 

15 The major portion of the East Antarctic (EA) ice sheet (Figure 1) has been dynamically stable for
16 many millennia, as currently shown by the 800,000 year old-basal ice at Dome C (Jouzel and
17 others, 2007) and the million-year ice at marginal blue ice areas (Sinisalo and Moore, 2010).  
18 Surviving through major cycles of climate change with cold-glacial and warm inter-glacial
19 periods, changes in the marginal extent and the inland thickness of the EA ice sheet have been
20 small compared to changes in the West Antarctic (WA) and Greenland ice sheets (e.g. Denton
21 and Hughes, 1981; Bentley and others, 2014; Mackintosh and others, 2011; Denton, 2011).  In
22 contrast to EA, much of WA is grounded 1000 m below sea level, has a maximum surface
23 elevation of 2000 m (only half  of EA), may be susceptible to dynamic instabilities, and has a
24 more uncertain and complicated long-term history, including its major retreat and re-advance
25 during the Holocene (Kingslake and others, 2018).

26 In general, variations in the total mass (M(t)) of the Antarctic ice sheet (AIS) are the sum of
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27 short-term (.decades) accumulation-driven variations (Ma(t)) in the surface mass balance and
28 mostly longer-term dynamic variations (Md(t)) defined as the difference between the vertical ice
29 flux near the surface and the long-term (/decades) average accumulation rate.  Dynamic changes
30 in ice velocity may occur for various reasons such as changes in ice-shelf back-pressure, basal
31 sliding, or long-term changes in accumulation rate that drive a long-term velocity change.

32 The mass balance of the EA ice sheet has been significantly affected by long-term changes in
33 snowfall, as shown by the 50 to 200% increases in accumulation beginning after the Last Glacial
34 Maximum (LGM) circa 10 Ka BP, and continuing through the Holcene as derived from ice cores
35 (Siegert, 2003).  That continuing long-term accumulation increase was a key factor supporting
36 interpretation of the 1.59 cm a-1  thickening of the EA ice sheet, derived from both ERS (1992-
37 2001) and ICESat (2003-08) altimetry measurements, as persistent long-term dynamic thickening
38 with a dynamic mass gain of 147 Gt a-1 (Zwally and others, 2015).  This Holocene ice growth in
39 EA is also consistent with evidence of Holocene glacier advances from the EA ice sheet through
40 the Trans-Antarctic mountains into the Dry Valleys (Stuiver and others, 1981; Denton and
41 Wilson, 1982).  In contrast, the most marked area of contemporary dynamic changes and coastal
42 ice thinning in EA is on Totten glacier at 116E E (Zwally and others, 2005; Pritchard and others,
43 2009; Li and others, 2016).

44 As analysis methodologies for both satellite altimetry and gravimetry have advanced in recent
45 years, the largest remaining difference in mass balance estimates (Shepherd and others, 2012;
46 Hanna and others, 2013; Zwally and others, 2015; Shepherd and others, 2018; Hanna and others,
47 2020) has been for the East Antarctic (EA) ice sheet (Fig.1).  The agreement has been generally
48 better in West Antarctic (WA).  However, the behavior in the coastal portion (WA1) is
49 dominated by dynamic losses and is markedly different from the mostly inland portion (WA2)
50 that has significant dynamic thickening, of which some is similar to the thickening in EA (Zwally
51 and others’).  

52 The mass balances of both EA and WA are also significantly affected by decadal variations in
53 accumulation such as the following changes between the 1992-2001 ERS1/2 period and the
54 2003-08 ICESat period: a) the regional shift in EA of +21 Gt a-1 in EA1 and -21 Gt a-1 in EA2,
55 and b) an increase in WA snowfall that offset 50% of the increased losses of 66 Gt a-1 from
56 increased dynamic thinning on accelerating outlet glaciers in WA1 and the AP (Zwally and
57 others, 2015).  Therefore, determination of both the accumulation-driven and the dynamic-driven
58 components of ice sheet mass balance is critically important for understanding the causes of
59 changes on various time scales and the ice sheet’s ongoing- and future-contributions to global sea
60 level change. 

61 In their Figure 3, Hanna and others (2020) show the variation in estimates of Antarctic dM/dt
62 from 1990 to 2018 obtained by the three principal methods (altimetry, gravimetry, and mass
63 budget).  For altimetry, Hanna and others’ state: “ .... volume change is converted into a mass
64 change.  ....typically....using knowledge or assumptions of the radar return depth and/or near-
65 surface density. Alternatively Zwally and others (2015) use knowledge of the accumulation-
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66 driven mass anomaly during the period of observation, together with the associated
67 accumulation-driven elevation anomaly corrected for the accumulation-driven firn compaction,
68 to derive the total mass change and its accumulation- and dynamic-driven components”.  Hanna
69 and others’ also discuss the dM/dt results for EA of Zwally and others’ of 136 ± 50 Gt a-1 for
70 1992-2001 from ERS and 136 ± 28 Gt a-1 for 2003-08 from ICESat and their rationale for
71 concluding it was from dynamic thickening.  Hanna and others’ also state: “However, because
72 the results of Zwally et al. (2015) differ from most others, they have been been questioned by
73 other workers (Scambos and Shuman, 2016; Martin-Espanol et al., 2017), although see Zwally et
74 al. (2016) for a response”.  Hanna and others’ conclude:  “.... as highlighted by Hanna et al.
75 (2013) and Shepherd et al. (2018) and clearly shown here in Figure 3 which clearly shows
76 ‘outliers’ on both sides of the IMBIE-reconciled means, disparate estimates of the mass balance
77 of East Antarctica, which vary by -100 Gt yr-1, have not yet been properly resolved. 
78 Furthermore, the range of differences does not appear to be narrowing with time, which indicates
79 a lack of advancement in one or more of the mass-balance determination methods.”

80 Now, new results from ICESat2 versus ICESat elevation changes for 2003-2019 (Smith and
81 others, 2020) show Antarctic ice-sheet mass changes over 16 years from laser altimetry that are
82 consistent with Zwally and others (2015) for the EA ice sheet. The 16-year mass gain for EA of 
83 90 +- 21 Gt a-1 in Smith and others’ is also consistent with our gain of 126 +-28 Gt a-1 for
84 2003-2008  (Table 2) from the ICESat time-series analysis before the GIA adjustment.  During 
85 2012-2016, the EA mass gain reduced by 17 Gt a-1 as shown in the adjusted ICESat and Grace
86 extended time series in Figure 12.  In contrast, results for EA by others have been significantly
87 less positive, including a mass loss of 3 ± 36 Gt a-1 from CryoSat data for 2010-13 (McMillan
88 and others, 2014) and a mass gain of only 16.3 ± 5.5 Gt a-1 from ERS, Envisat, and CryoSat data
89 for 1992-2017 (Shepherd and others, 2019) as further discussed in Section 5.

90 Also of interest are the 16-year mass changes in the Antarctic ice shelves from Smith and others’:
91 "While ice-shelves in West Antarctic lost 76 ±  Gt a-1 and 14 Gt ± Gt  a-1  in Antarctic Peninsula,
92 shelves in East Antarctic gained 106 ± 29 Gt  a-1 ”.  Earlier during 1992-2002, the ice shelves in
93 WA lost 57 Gt a-1  and 38 Gt a-1 in the AP, while shelves in EA gained 142 Gt  a-1 as obtained
94 from ERS radar altimetry corrected for radar penetration and temperature-dependent firn
95 compaction (Zwally and others, 2005).  Although these inter-decadal changes are small (-20 Gt
96 a-1  in WA , +24 Gt a-1  in AP, -36 Gt a-1  in EA, and -32 Gt a-1 overall), they are consistent with
97 significant changes in some drainage systems.  The small changes also add support to the validity
98 of our ERS ice-sheet results, because the same altimetry methods were used over both grounded
99 and floating ice during each of the 1992 to 2001 and 2003-19 periods.  Furthermore, the small

100 magnitude of the changes suggests the lack of major inter-decadal ice-shelf thinning or
101 thickening in Antarctica.

102 In this paper, we focus first on the mass balance of the EA and WA ice sheets and on resolving
103 the differences between gravimetry-based and altimetry-based estimates of balance during the
104 2003-08 period of overlapping measurements.  We then derive adjusted GIA corrections to
105 extend the mass-change time series with the GRACE gravimetry data through to 2016.  Our
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106 method is based on indications that a principal residual uncertainty in prior estimates was due to
107 errors in the corrections applied to altimetry and gravimetry measurements for changes in the
108 volume and mass of the Earth underneath the ice.  The process of adjusting to changes in the
109 glacial loading on the Earth’s crust (Figure 2) is commonly called Glacial Isostatic Adjustment
110 (GIA).  For the case of full isostatic (hydrostatic) equilibrium the vertical motion of the bedrock
111 (dB/dt) would be zero.  However under large ice masses, the long-term isostatic state is never
112 actually fully reached as the glacial loading continually changes and the underlying fluid mantle
113 hydrodynamically adjusts to the changes in the gravitational forcing. 

114 The introduction in Whitehouse and others (2012) presents a thorough review of prior
115 calculations of GIA corrections applied to GRACE data and the effect of residual model errors
116 on the estimates of ice mass balance.  Constraints on the models are provided by measurements
117 of relative sea level (RSL) and GPS measurements of crustal motion, which are also used for
118 estimation of residual errors (Whitehouse and others, 2012).  In EA where fewer constraining
119 measurements have been made, especially inland on the vast area of the ice sheet, the errors are
120 likely to be largest.  The review by Hanna and others (2013), also noted: “...several key
121 challenges remain....., changes in ice (sheet) extent and thickness during the past millennium are
122 poorly known, and typically not included in GIA models, despite the fact that they can dominate
123 the present-day rebound signal, especially in regions of low mantle viscosity.”  

124 In the next section, we describe our method of adjusting the GIAcor and dBcor corrections to
125 gravimetry and altimetry to bring the mass changes derived from GRACE and ICESat for 2003-
126 08 into agreement.  Using parameters derived from three GIA models, we derive the rates of
127 bedrock motion needed for the mass-change agreements by region, both with respect to no
128 modeled bedrck motion (i.e. äB0) and with respect to each of the models (i.e. äBadj).  

129 In order to further establish the validity of the ICESat 2003-08 elevation and mass changes as the
130 baseline for reconciling the GRACE and ICESat GIAcor and dBcor, we review the methods and
131 corrections employed in our data analysis and derivation of elevation and mass changes in
132 section 5 and the Appendix.  We first review the compatibility and validity of our elevation and
133 mass changes derived from ERS1/2 for 1992-2001 and ICESat 2003-08 as presented in Zwally
134 and others (2015), showing how those results agreed with other studies.   We include a new 
135 comparison of the corrected dH/dt derived from ERS1/2 and ICESat with the corrected dH/dt
136 derived from Envisat radar altimetry from Flament and Remy (2012).  That comparison shows
137 essential agreement of the dH/dt measured over EA by the four satellites with differing
138 instrumentation over 19 years from 1992 through 2010 at the level of a few mm a-1.  Flament and
139 Remy’ developed unique methods for correction of the highly-variable (seasonally and
140 interannually) sub-surface radar penetration not used in other Envisat nor CryoSat radar altimeter
141 studies, which as detailed in the Appendix is a principal reason why other studies have differed.

142 Overall, as GIA modeling has advanced in recent years, the results remain fundamentally
143 dependent on knowledge of the history of the glacial loading, especially in the vast inland parts
144 of the Antarctic ice sheet where physical constraints from measurements are not feasible and 
145 knowledge of loading history was limited.  Furthermore, there has been a lag in model
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146 incorporation of new information on the glacial loading as it becomes available from paleo-rates
147 of ice accumulation derived from ice cores (e.g. Siegert, 2003; Siegert and Payne, 2004) and
148 radar layering (Vieli and others, 2004), from our altimetry results and conclusions on inland ice
149 growth (Zwally and others, 2005), and information from Antarctic glacial geology and ice
150 modeling (e.g. Kingslake and others, 2018; Bradley and others, 2015).  In our conclusions, we
151 discuss how our regional values of äB0 are consistent with current knowledge and interpretation
152 of the history of glacial loading.

153 We apply the derived  GIAcor and dBcor corrections to the ERS1/ERS2 results for 1992-2001 as
154 well as the ICESat results for 2003-2009 and the GRACE results for 2003 through to the
155 beginning 2016, thereby showing the mass balance variations for all of the Antarctic ice sheet
156 and by regions over 24 years.

157 2. SUMMARY OF APPROACH TO RECONCILING ALTIMERTY AND
158 GRAVIMETRY MASS-CHANGES

159 In the same way that satellite gravimetry measures changes in the ice mass on the Earth’s crust
160 and altimetry measures changes in the ice volume, the respective measurements include the
161 effects of ongoing changes in the mass and volume (ÄM, ÄV) of the Earth under the ice.  The
162 fundamental concept of our approach for resolving the difference between GRACE- and ICESat-
163 based estimates of ice mass changes is based on the realization that the respective mass and
164 volume corrections are for the ÄM and ÄV of the same underlying material.  The changing Earth
165 material is illustrated schematically in Figure 2 as a distinct element (ÄM, ÄV) of the mantle,
166 even though the actual material involved is spatially distributed in three dimensions within the
167 mantle.  Furthermore, the required mass and volume corrections are both provided by the same
168 dynamical models of the motion within the Earth caused by changes in the glacial loading (e.g. 
169 either Whitehouse and others, 2012, Ivins and others, 2013, or Peltier, 2014 and Argus and
170 others, 2014).  The models calculate the change in gravity caused by the ÄM and the vertical
171 motion of the bedrock, dB/dt, caused by the ÄV.   

172 For gravimetry, the correction (GIAcor) is for the rate of change in gravity caused by the ÄM/Ät
173 mass-change underneath the ice in units of rate of sub-satellite mass change, which is essentially 
174 GIAcor = ÄM/Ät = ñearth  C ÄV/Ät  where ñearth is the relative density of mantle material involved in
175 the ÄM/Ät change.  For altimetry, the correction (dBcor) to the mass changes calculated from
176 changes in ice-sheet surface elevation (dH/dt) is made for the vertical motion of the bedrock
177 (dB/dt) caused by the ÄV/Ät in the mantle.  The dBcor is equal to ñice C ÄV/Ät, where ñice is the
178 relative density of ice, 0.91 that is typical of the density in deep ice cores rather than 0.917.
179 (Throughout the paper, we use relative density (g cm-3) for which the density of water equals 1 at
180 1000 kg m-3).  The use of ñice is appropriate, because basal motion displaces solid ice and does not
181 affect the density nor volume of the firn column.  GIAcor and dBcor are defined as rates of mass
182 change per unit area, so using ÄV/Ät = dB/dt C area, the GIAcor and dBcor per unit area are:

183 GIAcor = ñearth  C dB/dt (1a)
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184 dBcor =  ñice C dB/dt (1b) 

185 where dB/dt is positive upward.  The GIAcor and dBcor corrections are always subtracted from the 
186 uncorrected observations.  For example, positive values of GIAcor and dBcor corrections reduce
187 mass gains or increase mass losses.  

188 Although GIAcor and dBcor are defined as rates of mass change per unit area, as are the dM/dt rates
189 of mass change, both are often written in units of rates of vertical mass change such as mm a-1

190 w.eq. without an explicitly associated area that requires multiplication by an area to get mass
191 change per unit area.  Examples are the modeled GIA given in units of mm a-1 w. eq.ecking in
192 Figure 3 and the cm a-1 w.eq. scale for the dM/dt in Figure 14, for which the implicit area for the
193 latter is 1.0 cm2 and the rate of mass change is 1.0 gm a-1 cm-2 that is equivalent to 0.1 Gt a-1 (100
194 km)-2 as shown in the color scale in Figure 14.  We also use units of mm a-1 w. eq. for the average
195 values of GIAcor over specific regional areas as in column 2 of Table 1 with the regional rates of
196 mass change in units of Gt a-1 in column 3. 

197 We define RatioG/dB as

198                        RatioG/dB  /  GIAcor / dBcor     =  ñearth /ñice   =  ñearth /0.91                     (2)  

199 and calculate the gravimetry sensitivity (Sg)md to bedrock motion

200                              (Sg)md (Gt a-1/mm a-1) / - GIAcor (Gt a-1)/dB/dt(mm a-1) ,   (3)

201 where the subscript (md) indicates the Earth model used (Iv, Pe, or Wh).  The altimetry
202 sensitivity (Sa) to bedrock motion is

203                               Sa (Gt a-1/mm a-1) / - dBcor (Gt a-1) /dB/dt(mm a-1)    (4)
204 and note that
205  
206                               RatioG/dB = Sg/Sa                                                                           (5)  

207 We include minus signs in the sensitivity definitions so a positive change in dB/dt (i.e. more
208 uplift) causes the derived mass change to decrease and a negative change (i.e. more subsidence)
209 causes it to increase.  Whereas Sa is a geometric factor depending only on ñice, area, and the dB/dt
210 independently of the Earth model, the Sg includes additional dependencies on characteristics of
211 the models.

212 Sg and Sa provide a straightforward linear relation for reconciling the differences in the GRACE
213 and ICESat mass estimates by calculating the rate of uplift or subsidence (äB0-md) needed to
214 provide the  GIAcor and dBcor corrections that bring the respective mass estimates into full
215 agreement (i.e. [ [(dM/dt)GRACE ]eq =  (dM/dt)ICESat]eq ).  The required uplift or subsidence, äB0-md,
216 relative to zero is given by:
217            
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218 [(dM/dt)GRACE ]0 +(Sg)md C äB0-md  =[(dM/dt)ICESat ]0  + Sa  C äB0-md 

219  äB0-md  = {[(dM/dt)GRACE ]0 - [(dM/dt)ICESat]0} / {Sa - (Sg)md}    (6)
220
221 where [(dM/dt)GRACE ]0 and [(dM/dt)ICESat ]0  are the respective GRACE  and ICESat measurements 
222 with zero GIAcor  and zero dBcor applied as indicated by the subscript (0).  The second subscript
223 (md) indicates the Earth model used to calculate the gravity sensitivity, i.e. (Sg)Iv, (Sg)Pe, or (Sg)Wh

224 for Ivins, Whitehouse, or Peltier model.  For example äB0-Iv indicates that (Sg)Iv derived from the
225 Ivins model of GIA and dB/dt was used with no dBcor nor GIAcor applied to the measured dM/dt. 

226 The required uplift or subsidence (äBadj-md) can also be calculated relative to the modeled uplift
227 using GRACE and ICESat mass changes that have modeled GIAcor and dBcor already applied
228 using 
229 äBadj-md  = { [(dM/dt)GRACE ]md - [(dM/dt)ICESat]md} / {Sa - (Sg)md}   (7)

230 where md is either Iv, Pe, or Wh.   The resulting GRACE  and ICESat equalized mass changes
231 using either äB0-md or äBadj-md are denoted 

232 (dM/dt)eq-md = [(dM/dt)GRACE]eq-md  =  [(dM/dt)ICESat]eq-md.  (8)

233 As shown in Section 5, the differences among the three (dM/dt)eq-md are small, and therefore the
234 mass change adjustment is largely independent of the particular Earth model used, even though
235 relative differences among the modeled dB/dt are large.  

236 Previously, Zwally and others (2015) used a preliminary estimate of RatioG/dB = 6 with Sg =       
237 -55.7 Gt mm-1 and Sg =  -9.3 mm-1 for EA.  For EA, the uncorrected GRACE and ICESat dM/dt
238 of 61 Gt a-1 and 136 t a-1 respectively came into agreement at 150 Gt a-1 after adjusting the uplift
239 by äBadj-Ivx  = -1.6 mm a-1.  (The subscript Ivx indicates that some parameters of the Ivins model
240 run previously used for calculation of dBcor were not exactly the same as those for GIAcor and Sg).

241 The RatioG/dB also provides a basis for estimating the incremental long-term effect (äB´) on the
242 rate of bedrock motion of a long-term dynamic ice thickening, (dHd/dt)obs, using   

243 äB´ = - (dHd/dt)obs / RatioG/dB (9) 

244 Eqn (9) is based on the hypothesis that the long-term dynamic response of the Earth’s mantle to a
245 continued long-term ice loading produces a corresponding downward flow of mantle material
246 with mass and ice-volume changes in the ratio of RatioG/dB with respect to the ice loading.  As
247 noted in the introduction, the 15.9 mm a-1 ice thickening observed in EA was interpreted as
248 commencing at the beginning of the Holocene.  Therefore, the corresponding estimated change in
249 the long-term compensation rate was äB´=  -15.9/6 =  -2.65 mm a-1.  This äB´ is 1.7 times larger
250 than the äBadj-Ivx = -1.6 mm a-1 required for the mass-matching adjustment, which suggests that
251 some but not all of the observed thickening may be included in the model’s ice loading history. 
252 In the following, we derive more accurate values of RatioG/dB and related parameters from the
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results of three dynamic Earth models.  253

254 Finally, we note that our approach to resolving differences in the GRACE- and ICESat-based
255 estimates of ice mass changes is fundamentally different from those proposed or applied by
256 others.  Wahr and others, (2000) proposed “combining GLAS (ICESat) and GRACE
257 measurements ...to slightly reduce the postglacial rebound error in the GLAS mass balance
258 estimates”.  Shepherd and others, 2012 “reconciled” estimates of mass balance by taking the
259 mean of selected estimates from three techniques (altimetry, gravimetry, and Input-Output
260 Method).  Riva and others, 2009 combined ICESat and GRACE measurements using: 1) for
261 ICESat data a “surface snow density”, ñsurf , “ranging from 0.32 to 0.45" for some ice areas, an
262 “intermediate” (between firn and ice) “density of 0.60" in other ice areas, and the “density of
263 pure ice” (0.92) in “areas where rapid changes in ice velocity have been documented”; and 2) for
264 GRACE data a rock density, ñrock, under grounded ice ranging from 3.4 to 4.0 in order to obtain
265 “the GIA impact on GRACE-derived estimates of mass balance” of  “100 ± 67 Gt a-1”.  Martin-
266 Espanol and others (2017) performed a statistical analysis “combining satellite altimetry,
267 gravimetry, and GPS with prior assumptions characterizing the underlying geophysical
268 processes” and concluded that “gains in EA are smaller than losses in West Antarctica”, although
269 their use of a single density for estimating mass changes from elevation changes is not valid (see
270 Appendix). 

271 3. GLACIAL ISOSTATIC ADJUSTMENT (GIA) AND BEDROCK VERTICAL
272 MOTION (dB/dt)

273 The fundamental physical process involved in GIA is glacial loading/unloading that bends the
274 Earth’s crust and forces three-dimensional (3-D) viscous flow in the underlying fluid mantle, as
275 illustrated in Figure 2.  Part of the elastic bending is relatively rapid, for example as shown by
276 GPS measured seasonal vertical motions of the crust in response to the seasonal cycle of summer
277 surface melting and water runoff from the ablation zone of Greenland (Nielsen and others, 2013). 
278 In contrast, another part of the crustal bending occurs along with the viscous flow of the mantle
279 with uplift and subsidence rates that tend to decay exponentially over thousands of years
280 following major changes in the glacial loading or unloading.  For example, adjustments
281 following the relatively abrupt demise of the Laurentide ice sheet around 10K years ago are
282 continuing with current uplift rates on the order of +15 mm a-1 in central Canada (Peltier, 2004)
283 and subsidence rates south of the former ice sheet, for example -1.7 mm a-1 in the Chesapeake
284 Bay region (DeJong and others, 2015).  However, the response time depends on the viscosity of
285 the mantle, which is a principal parameter typically varied in the models to improve agreement
286 with the constraining information available on uplift rates.  For example, the analysis of Barletta
287 and others (2018) indicated a lower viscosity and faster uplift rate in the Amundsen Sea
288 Embayment in WA than previous studies.   
289   
290 The density of the mantle ranges from approximately 3.4 to 4.4 in the upper mantle and from 4.4
291 to 5.6 in the lower mantle (Robinson, 2011).  In contrast, the density of the crust is generally
292 lighter, ranging from 2.2 to 2.9 similar to surface rocks such as granite, basalt, and quartz.  A
293 somewhat common misconception is that the material involved in the GIA correction has the
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294 density of the surface or crustal rocks (e.g. ñ $ 2.7 in Zwally and Giovinetto (2011), rather than
295 the greater densities of the underlying fluid mantle.

296 In our analysis, we use the GIA and dB/dt uplift results provided by three Earth models (Ivins
297 and others, 2013; Whitehouse and others, 2012; Peltier, 2014 and Argus and others, 2014)
298 labeled Ivins, Whitehouse, and Peltier with maps of the modeled data given in Figure 3.  The
299 Earth models have variations in model characteristics, parameters (e.g. mantle viscosities, mantle
300 densities, and crustal thickness), ice-loading histories, and their use of GPS and other data to
301 constrain the model results, details of which are given in the references.  In EA, the models
302 generally show crustal subsidence in the central portions of the ice sheet with uplift in the coastal
303 regions and along the boundary with West Antarctica.  This pattern of subsidence and uplift
304 implies a radial outflow of mantle fluid from the central region, and inflow at the outer regions
305 from both the central region and northward from the Southern Ocean.  Over many millennia, the
306 spatial and temporal variability of the glacial loading history produces a complex 3-D flow of the
307 mantle, which on a continental scale at any given time can have flow in multiple directions at
308 different depths with regions of convergence and divergence.  During the short decadal times of
309 satellite measurements, temporal variations in the mantle flow and the resulting uplift and
310 subsidence rates are small.  

311 The regional average values of GIAcor (mm a-1 w. e.) and dB/dt (mm a-1) for the Ivins,
312 Whitehouse, and Peltier models are given in Table 1 along with the regional GIAcor (Gt a-1) and
313 dBcor (Gt a-1)  mass corrections.  [Note: total regional values are GIAcor (Gt a-1) = GIAcorr (mm a-1

314 w. e.) C area (km2) C 10-6  and dBcor (Gt a-1) = 0.91  C dB/dt (mm a-1) C area (km2) C 10-6].  The
315 GIAcorr  and dBcor are both positive for positive dB/dt (i.e. uplift) and are subtracted from the
316 measured gravity and altimetry mass changes (i.e. conventional usage).  For the three models, the
317 GIAcor and dBcor mass corrections for EA and WA are mostly comparable in magnitude, with the
318 smaller area of WA (18% as large as EA) offset by the 7 times greater average uplift.  

319 For EA, the area of subsidence inland is largest in the Whitehouse model (Fig. 3) with
320 subsidence more than -2 mm a-1 in three locations and an area-average of -0.19 mm a-1

321 (subsidence), in contrast to uplift rates of 0.42 mm a-1 for Ivins and 0.60 mm a-1 for Peltier (Table
322 1).  For EA, the Ivins average GIAcor is 1.9 mm a-1 w. e. uplift and the regional dM/dt adjustment
323 is -19.9 Gt a-1.  The GIAcor is largest for the Peltier model at 3.1 mm a-1 w. e. with a regional
324 dM/dt adjustment of -31.5 Gt a-1.  For Whitehouse, the average GIAcorr is -0.9 mm a-1 w. e. with a
325 regional dM/dt adjustment of  +8.8 Gt a-1.  Differences among the modeled GIAcorr are as large as
326 40 Gt a-1 between the Peltier and Whitehouse models for EA (mostly EA1), 15 Gt a-1 between
327 Peltier and Ivins for WA (mostly WA2), and 45 Gt a-1 between Peltier and Whitehouse for AIS. 

328 The spatial variations of the model results and variations among the models are also illustrated by
329 the profiles of GIAcor, dB/dt, and RatioG/db along longitudes 90EW and 90EE  across WA and
330 EA in Figure 4.  Local-scale dB/dt differences along the transect are up to 4 mm a-1 in the coastal
331 WA1 between Peltier minus Ivins, up to 6 mm a-1 in WA2 between Whitehouse minus Peltier,
332 and up to 2 mm a-1 in EA between both Ivins minus Whitehouse and between Peltier minus
333 Whitehouse.  For WA, the regional-average dB/dt difference among the models is largest for
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334 Peltier minus Ivins at 2 mm a-1, and for EA, the difference is largest for Peltier minus Whitehouse
335 at 0.79 mm a-1 as shown in Table 5 in Section 6, along with our äB adjustments for comparison. 

336 A singularity in the RatioG/dB occurs where dB/dt approaches zero, changing from uplift to
337 subsidence (or the reverse) around 70 S, 90 E in Whitehouse and Peltier models, around 76 S, 90
338 E in the Ivins model, and around 90 S in all three models.  The location of the singularity forms
339 an oval-shaped ring mostly in EA in the three models (Fig. 3).  For the  RatioG/db in Table 1, we
340 avoid the effect of the singularity by using regional averages to calculate  

341                              <RatioG/dB>regavg  = <GIA>regavg / 0.91 <dB/dt>regavg     (10)

342 The Sg and Sa sensitivities to bedrock motion in Table 1 are also regional averages.  A special
343 case occurs for the calculation of the RatioG/dB and Sg for the Whitehouse model data for EA,
344 because the small values of the regional averages cause anomalous ratios.  For these, we use
345 area-weighted averages of <GIA>DSavg and <dB/dt>DSavg by drainage system (DS) to calculate the
346 <RatioG/dB>regavg , excluding DS16 and 17 from the EA2 calculation.  The regional average Sg

347 are calculated using <RatioG/dB>regavg C Sa and <GIA>regavg = <dB/dt>regavg C Sg.

348 The regional-average Sg and Sa sensitivities to bedrock motion in Table 1 are the only two
349 parameters used in Section 6 to calculate the bedrock motion (i.e.) and GIAcor and dBcor

350 corrections needed for equalization of the ICESat and GRACE dM/dt.  As previously noted in
351 Section 2, whereas Sa is a geometric factor independent of the Earth model, Sg is model
352 dependent.  However, it is important to note that the differences (.10%) in the values of Sg

353 among the three models (and similarly for RatioGdB) are relatively small compared to the
354 relative differences in both the modeled dB/dt and the resulting GIAcor in Table 1, which means
355 the results of the dM/dt equalization shown in Table 4 are not very dependent on which modeled
356 Sg is used.   

357 Also shown in Table 1 are the inferred ñearth derived from the three Earth models by region
358 according to Eqn (2) with values mostly in the range of 4 to 5.  These ñearth are consistent with
359 those in the fluid upper- to mid-mantle from Robinson (2011) in our concept Figure 2, and larger
360 than the typical densities of crustal rocks.  Beyond showing that consistency in support of our
361 concept, it is important to emphasize that these ñearth densities are not used in any other way such
362 as the calculation of the äB for dM/dt equalization in Section 6.

363 4. TIME-SERIES OF ELEVATION AND MASS CHANGES FROM ICESat AND
364 GRACE DATA

365 For ICESat, elevation time-series, Hj,k(ti), in 50 km grid cells (j,k) are created by a second stage
366 of analysis following the along-track solution method described in Zwally and others (2011).  In
367 the first stage, the ICESat elevation measurements h(xi, y, ti), which are made at 172 m along-
368 track spacings in the y-direction on repeat tracks lying within ± 100 m (1ó) in the cross-track x-
369 direction (c.f. Fig. 1 in Zwally and others’) during 16 laser campaigns from Fall 2003 to Fall
370 2009, are first interpolated to equally-spaced reference points along track.  The measured
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371 elevations depend on the cross-track position, xi, and cross-track slope, ár, as well as on real
372 elevation variations with time according to    
373  
374 h(xi, yr, ti) = xi tan ár + ti C (dh/dt)r + h0(yr, t0)                              (11)

375 where h0 is the elevation at the position yr on the reference track at t0.  The use of constant
376 (dh/dt)r  assumes that height changes at each reference point are a linear function of time over the
377 period of measurement (e.g. 2003 to 2009).  Eqn (11) is solved by least-squares methods for the
378 three parameters ár , (dh/dt)r , and h0 at each reference point and other procedures (e.g. a seven-
379 reference point solution using a calculated quadratic along-track slope) (Zwally and others,
380 2011).  Previously in Zwally and others (2015), the (dh/dt)r were averaged in 50 km cells creating
381 multiyear-average [dH/dt]j.k by cell, but those dH/dt are not used here.  

382 In the second stage, a time series hr(ti) = h0(t0), h1(t1), h2(t2), ...... h16(t16) is created for each
383 reference point using the cross-track slope ár and xi to correct each height for the cross-track
384 displacement.  Very importantly, any non-linear height variations with time (such as a seasonal
385 cycle) relative to the constant (dh/dt)r are retained in derived time-series. The hi(ti) terms of the
386 series in the 50 km cells are then averaged and 17 grid maps of the terms are created.  Cells with
387 any missing terms (i.e. 0, 1, 2,... 16) are filled by interpolation creating a complete [H(t)]j,k time
388 series for each cell.  The [H(t)]j,k are then averaged (weighted by cell area) over DS and ice-sheet
389 regions creating H(t) for DS and for regions.   

390 Calculation of mass changes (M(t)) from measured surface elevation changes (H(t)) requires
391 correction for the elevation changes that do not involve changes in ice mass caused by variations
392 in the rate of firn compaction (FC) as well as by the bedrock motion (e.g. Zwally and others,
393 2015) according to: 

394 H(t) = Hd(t) + Ha(t) + CA(t) + CT(t) + (dB/dt) • t
395
396 Hd(t) = H(t) - Ha(t) - CA(t) - CT(t) - (dB/dt) • t                                    (12)

397 where Hd(t) and Ha(t) are the elevation components driven respectively by ice dynamics and by
398 accumulation variations.  The dB/dt used are the adjusted äB0-Iv (see section 5 and Table 4).  The 
399 CA(t) and CT(t) are the respective changes in the rate of FC driven by variations in accumulation
400 rate (äA(t) = A(t) - <A(t)>) and by variations in firn temperature (T(t)).  The CA(t), CT(t), and
401 CAT(t) / CA(t) + CT(t) are calculated with a FC model (Li and Zwally, 2015) using satellite
402 measured surface temperatures and ERA-Interim re-analysis data for äA(t).  The term Ha

CA(t) =
403 Ha(t) + CA(t) combines the direct height change from accumulation variations and the resulting
404 accumulation-driven change in FC.

405 The äA(t) are also used to calculate the cumulative accumulation-driven mass change 
 Ma(t) = It äA(t) 406 • dt    (13)

407 and the cumulative accumulation-driven height change
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408   Ha(t) =  1/ñs  • I
t  äA(t) • dt  (14) 

409 where ñs  = 0.3 is the density of new surface firn.  Separation of the Hd(t) and Ha(t) components of
410 elevation change is essential for proper calculation of the total mass change, as well as the
411 respective components of mass change caused by ice dynamics and by the äA(t) variations in the
412 surface mass balance (SMB).  The dynamic mass change is

413            Md(t) =  ñice  •Hd(t)  (15)

414 using the well-defined ñice = 0.91 and the total mass change is

415            M(t) = Md(t) + Ma(t)              (16)
416  
417 Calculation of  Ma(t) using Eqn (13) very importantly avoids the need to use a firn density (ña)
418 that can only be known by first calculating Ma(t).   As shown in Figure 8 in Zwally and others
419 (2015), the calculated ña = Ä Ma / Ä(Ha- CA) according to Eqn (7) in Zwally and others’ has a
420 wide distribution over Antarctica from 0.2 to 0.9 with an average of 0.39 (see also maps of ña

421 variability in Figure 17 and discussion in the Appendix).  Therefore, a priori selection of
422 appropriate single or multiple firn/ice densities (e.g. McMillan and others, 2014) is not possible
423 due to the extensive spatial and temporal variabilities of the actual ña, and because Ha and Hd

424 have differing spatial variations in magnitude and sign.

425 The ICESat measured H(t) for EA1, EA2, and EA and the other components of elevation change
426 according to Eqn (12) are in Figure 5 including B(t) using the adjusted model values of dB/dt
427 (Table 4) derived in the next section.  The corresponding M(t), Md(t), and Ma(t) are in Figure 6. 
428 The series are fitted to a linear-quadratic-sinusoidal (LQS) function [y(t) = A + B C t + C C t2 + D
429 C sin(ù C t) + E C cos(ù C t)] with an annual period representing a seasonal cycle with the phase
430 and amplitude selected by the fit.  The derived values of most interest here are the linear terms,
431 which we evaluate at the mid-point of the time period (at year 2006.0 for the period 2003 through
432 2008 and at year 2006.5 for 2003 through 2009).   A clear seasonal-cycle is evident in the CAT(t)
433 firn-compaction term that is mainly driven by the seasonal cycle in temperature as shown in
434 Figures 6b, 6c, 6h, and 6i in Li and Zwally (2015).  The seasonal cycles in both A(t) and Ha(t) are
435 very small even at the specific locations of South Pole and Law Dome, but their multi-year
436 variability is large locally as shown by Figures 6a, 6d, 6g, and 6j in Li and Zwally’.  Significant
437 multi-year to decadal scale variations in the regional averages for EA, EA1, and EA2 are evident
438 in the Ha(t) in Figure 5.  Similarly, height and mass time series for WA1, WA2, and WA are
439 given in Figures 7-8 also using our adjusted values of dB/dt.   

440 For the purpose of comparing rates of change derived from the current time series method with
441 those previously from the average-linear-change method in Zwally and others (2015), the
442 respective linear rates for 2003-2008 are given in Table 2 using the previous Ivins (dB/dt)2015 for
443 both.  The rates of change from the two methods are all in good agreement with the exception of
444 those for the AP, for which the average method gave a loss of 28.8 Gt a-1 versus only 10.3 Gt a-1

445 for the time-series method.  Less significant are some of the differences in the accumulation
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446 driven rates that may be due to the difference between using the LQS fit to the time series versus
447 the linear-only fit for the previous method due to the more non-linear variation of the Ha(t) and
448 Ma(t) as shown in the figures.  Table 2 also shows the relation between the previously-used
449 combined parameter, dHa

CAT/dt, and the separate FC parameter, dCAT(t)/dt, and direct
450 accumulation-driven height change, dHa/dt.  

451 The linear trends of the time series in Figures 5-8 using the adjusted model values of dB/dt
452 derived in the next section are in Table 3.  These time series along with the values of their trends
453 clearly illustrate: 1) the importance of the CAT(t) correction for FC that does not involve changes
454 in mass, and 2) the need to separate the elevation changes driven by the accumulation variations
455 in surface mass balance to obtain the dynamic ice changes.  In particular, the dynamic elevation,
456 Hd(t), and dynamic mass series, Md(t), are more linear than the total H(t) and M(t), especially in
457 EA2, consistent with the expectation that decadal-scale dynamic changes are small in EA.  In
458 EA1 and EA, some non-linearity in the last year might be caused by errors in the non-linear
459 accumulation term from the method used for interpolating monthly-accumulation-rates for the
460 laser campaigns from annual averages.  For this reason, the more linear 2003-08 period will be
461 used for the adjustments of the GIAcor  and dBcor in the next section, rather than the full 2003-
462 2009.

463 For GRACE, time-series are created using the mascon-solution methods described in Luthcke
464 and others (2013), Luthcke and others (2015), and Loomis and others (2019).   More information
465 on the GRACE Mascons and the data we use are at
466 https://neptune.gsfc.nasa.gov/gngphys/index.php?section=456. 
467  
468 5.  CONSISTENCY OF ELEVATION CHANGES FROM ERS1/ERS2 1992-2001,
469 ICESAT 2003-2008, AND ENVISAT 2002-2010  

470 In this section, we first review the compatibility and validity of our elevation and mass changes
471 derived from ERS1/ERS2 for 1992-2001 and ICESat 2003-08 presented in Zwally and others
472 (2015), including comparisons of the corrections for firn compaction and the accumulation-
473 driven and dynamic-driven changes.  Our results are in essential agreement with other studies
474 that show an increasing mass loss in the Antarctic Peninsula and the coastal WA1, where large
475 changes are observed over relatively small areas.  In the interior WA2 and in EA, where the
476 changes are small over large areas, our results are in agreement with some studies, but differ
477 from others.

478 Previous unrefuted results showing ice-sheet growth in EA based on ERS1/ERS2 include:
479 Wingham and others (1998); Davis and others (2005); Zwally and others (2005), and Wingham
480 and others (2006).  In particular for 1992-2003, Davis and others’ found: “Using a near-surface
481 snow density of 350 kg m!3, an average elevation change of 18 ± 3 mm a!1 over an area of 7.1
482 million km2 for the EA interior ..... corresponds to a mass gain of 45 ± 8 Gt a!1".  However, the
483 density of ice is the more appropriate density, because the increase in elevation has been shown
484 to not be from contemporaneous increasing snowfall (Zwally and others, 2015).  Therefore, the
485 corrected result for their observed area would be a mass gain of 117 ± 18 Gt a!1.  For all of EA,
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486 their gain would be approximately 168 Gt a!1, since the average elevation change south of the
487 ERS coverage is similar to the northern area.  

488 In comparison to Davis’s 18 mm a-1, our EA elevation changes for our calculated ERS coverage
489 of 8.13 x 106 km2 are smaller at 10.7 mm a-1 for 1992-2001 and 13.1 mm a-1 for 2003-08 from
490 ICESat, which are both smaller than Davis’ 18 mm a-1.  For all EA (10.2 x 106 km2), our changes
491 are 11.1 mm a-1 for 1992-2001 and 13.0 m a-1 for 2003-08 (Table 2 in Zwally and others, 2015). 
492 Over Lake Vostok, the respective ERS and ICESat dH/dt of  20.3 and 20.2 mm a-1 are in close
493 agreement as shown in Table 1 and Figure 7 in Zwally and others’.  Furthermore, the accuracy of
494 ERS altimetry for constructing time series is demonstrated by its measurement of global sea-level
495 rise in good agreement with TOPEX and other ocean radar altimeters at the rate of 2.7 mm a!1

496 (Scharroo and others, 2013).

497 Our mass changes for EA from ERS1/2 and ICESat were also in very close agreement with
498 dM/dt of 147 Gt a-1, dMa/dt of -11 Gt a-1 , and dMd/dt of 136 Gt a-1 as in Table 2 and Table 5 of
499 Zwally and others’.  Even though the respective measured dH/dt over EA differed by 1.9 mm a-1,
500 the long-term dynamic changes (dHd/dt) were essentially the same at 15.8 and 15.9 mm a-1 after
501 correction for the FC and direct accumulation-driven changes (dCT/dt and dHa

CA/dt) as shown in
502 Table 2 of Zwally and others’, which is consistent with the long-term dynamic stability of EA.  In
503 the EA1 and EA2 subregions, the elevation-change differences between periods are larger, likely 
504 due to variability in the accumulation-driven dHa/dt.  Overall, there is no apparent bias of the
505 ICESat measurements compared to the ERS1/2 measurements.  

506 In order to further establish the validity of the ICESat 2003-08 elevation and mass changes as the
507 baseline for reconciling the GRACE and ICESat GIAcor and dBcor, we further review the methods
508 and corrections employed in our data analysis and derivation of mass changes from elevation
509 changes in the Appendix.  We provide reasons why our results agree with some studies and differ
510 from others.  Among other things for ICESat laser altimetry, we review our ICESat inter-
511 campaign biases and the G-C error correction including: 1) the critical importance of our use of
512 an independent determination of the motion of reference surface for bias determinations, and 2)
513 the critical importance of using bias corrections determined using altimeter data with the G-C
514 error applied (or vice versus) and the consequent substantial dH/dt error of 1.29 cm a-1 if that
515 compatibility is not maintained as noted on NSIDC ICESat-data website in 2013 (see Appendix).
516 For example, Shepherd et al. (2012) IMBIE-1 included (in their Table S8) mass gain estimates
517 from ICESat for EA of 118 ± 56 Gt a-1 by L. Sorensen and R. Forsberg, 126 ± 60 Gt a-1 by B.
518 Smith, and a smaller gain of 86 ± 55 Gt a-1 by D. Yi and J. Zwally, all of which were done before
519 the G-C laser error correction was discovered, and therefore with campaign biases corrections
520 consistently determined and when the effect of the biases was small as noted in the Appendix.  In
521 contrast, Shepherd et al. (2018) IMBIE-2 did not include ICESat results from R. Forsberg nor B.
522 Smith and at least some of the included ICESat results from other investigators (other than
523 Zwally) had laser biases determined with the G-C inconsistency causing a significant dH/dt bias.

524 For radar altimetry, we review the major problem of the highly-variable (seasonally and
525 interannually) penetration and backscatter depth and the correction methods used (or not used) by
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526 various investigators that are a likely source of residual errors.  Whereas successful penetration-
527 backscatter corrections were developed and applied for ERS1/2 radar altimetry by several
528 investigators (as detailed in the Appendix), the problem became substantially more complex for
529 Envisat and CryoSat data, because the linearly-polarized radar signals (oriented across-track on
530 Envisat at 120E and CryoSat at 90E) interact with firn properties related to the direction of the
531 surface slope and the relative directions differ significantly at track crossings.  However, a
532 successful radar penetration-correction method was developed for Envisat data by  Flament and
533 Remy (2012) using repeat-track analysis and waveform-dependent correction parameters, but has
534 not been adopted in other studies.  Specifically, Figure 1 in  Flament and Remy’ for Envisat
535 (2002.7-10.7) shows significant elevation increases over EA that are consistent with our ERS and
536 ICESat increases.  

537 In Figure 9, we compare the dH/dt from : a) ERS1/ERS2 (1992-2001) from Figure 6a of Zwally
538 and others (2015), b) ICESat (2003-2008) from Figure 6b (Zwally and others’), and c) from
539 Envisat 2002.7-10.7 as mapped from data presented in Figure 1 of  Flament and Remy (2012). 
540 We added a correction of +2.06 mm a-1 to the Envisat dH/dt for the Point Target Response
541 calibration that changed the derived MSL (mean sea level) trend from 0.463 to 2.52 mm a-1 for
542 mid-2002 to 2012 (http://sealevel.info/envisat_msl_correction_from_esa02.png).

543 In Figure 10, we compare the dH/dt averaged by DS from the three satellites in EA for their
544 common coverage north of 81.6E S and in four DS in WA completely covered by all three.  In
545 WA1, the increasing ice loss from the coastal DS20, 21 and 22 is shown by the successive
546 average dH/dt of 110, 151, and 177 mm a-1.  In WA, some of the features evident in Figure 9 are:
547 1) the more extensive thinning extending inland in DS 20, 21, and 22 during the later ICESat and
548 Envisat periods compared to ERS, 2) thickening in the western part of DS21 and over much of 
549 DS19 draining into the Ross Ice Shelf in the later periods compared to thinning during ERS,
550 which is likely due to the increased accumulation extending over the base of the AP and into WA
551 as shown by the dMa/dt from ERS and ICESat in Figures 10a and 10b of Zwally and others
552 (2015).  That strong inter-period increase in accumulation also extended over WA1 offsetting
553 part of the increase in dynamic thinning in the coastal DS20, 21, and 22.

554 In EA, the large average dH/dt of -63 mm a-1 from ICESat in the small part of DS2, for most of
555 their common coverage over Berkner Island, is due to the large negative values on the southern
556 point of the Island that apparently are not resolved in the radar altimetry.  Similarly in the small
557 coastal DS15 of EA, which has numerous alpine-like glaciers, the average dH/dt from ICESat is
558 also notably more negative than from ERS and Envisat. 

559 Over much of  EA, the variability among the periods is also driven by accumulation variations as
560 also shown by the aforementioned dMa/dt from ERS and ICESat.  In EA1, strong examples of
561 this accumulation variability with corresponding variations in dH/dt between ERS and ICESat
562 are: 1) the increase in dMa/dt in the coastal DS4 following the ERS period, 2) the marked
563 decrease in dMa/dt in the adjacent coastal DS5 extending into the western part of DS6, 3) the
564 increase in dMa/dt in the eastern part of the coastal DS6 and in the adjacent coastal DS7, and 4)
565 the increase in dMa/dt in the mostly inland DS3 and the inland DS10.
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566 For DS4, the increase in the average dH/dt from ERS to ICESat continued into Envisat as shown
567 by the successive dH/dt of 27, 59, and 58 mm a-1, and similarly for the decrease in DS5 with
568 successive 66, 15, and 29 mm a-1.  In contrast, in DS8 the dH/dt of 68 mm a-1 during ERS
569 lowered to 24 mm a-1 during ICESat and raised to 53 mm a-1 during Envisat.  Also, in DS10 the
570 dH/dt of -3 mm a-1 during ERS increased to 28 mm a-1 during ICESat and decreased to 3 mm a-1

571 during Envisat.  

572 Overall of EA1 (DS2 to DS11) the successive average dH/dt are 13, 24, and 20 mm a-1.  Over
573 EA2 (DS12 to DS17) the successive average dH/dt of 8, 1, and -4 mm showed a progressive
574 decrease, which is mostly over the inland portions as shown in Figure 9 and is likely due to a
575 progressive shift in accumulation continuing the aforementioned increase of 21 Gt a-1 in EA1 and
576 decrease 21 Gt a-1 in EA2 between ERS1/2 1992-2001 and ICESat 2003-08.  That is also
577 consistent with the increasing mass gain in EA1 for several years after 2008 and the decreasing
578 mass gain in EA2 after 2008 as shown by the M(t) from ICESat and GRACE in Figure 12
579 beginning around 2007 and continuing through 2010.  For all of EA, the ERS to ICESat to
580 Envisat variation is from 11 to 13 to 8 mm a-1.  

581 Considering the accumulation variability and the differing time periods, these dH/dt for EA from
582 ERS1/2, ICESat, and Envisat are consistent at the level of a few mm a-1, and are all significantly
583 more positive than the results of other studies.  For examples, the result from CryoSat data for
584 2010-13 for EA was only 1 ± 2 mm a-1, from which they calculated a mass loss of 3 ± 36 Gt a-1

585 for an area of  9,499,900 km2 (McMillan and others, 2014); and from ERS, Envisat, and CryoSat
586 data for 1992-2017 was 6 ± 1 mm a-1, from which they calculated a mass gain of only 16.3 ± 5.5
587 Gt a-1 for an area of 9,909,800 km2 (Shepherd and others, 2019).  However, both of those
588 comparison studies have issues related to correction for the variable radar-depth penetration as
589 detailed more in the Appendix.  Specifically, from (Shepherd and others’): “in particular, we did
590 not assess the impact of corrections based on parameters not included in all satellite level-2 data
591 products, for example bespoke range retrackers (e.g.(Helm et al., 2014; Nilsson et al., 2016)) or
592 penetration corrections based on the echo trailing edge slope (e.g. (Flament and Remy,2012));
593 these scenarios are beyond the scope of this study, which is designed to establish an optimal
594 elevation change solution that is sufficiently accurate to draw firm conclusions on the evolution
595 of Antarctic ice sheet elevation change.”

596 6.  EQUALIZATION OF GRACE AND ICESat MASS CHANGE (dM/dt)
597 DETERMINATIONS 2003-08

598 The required uplift or subsidence to bring the GRACE and ICESat dM/dt into agreement is
599 calculated both relative to zero, giving äB0-md according to Eqn (6), and relative to the modeled
600 dB/dt, giving äBadj-md according to Eqn (7).  The resulting äB0-md, äBadj-md , and the corresponding
601 (dM/dt)eq-md are given in Table 4 for the WA and EA regions and subregions. The linear solution
602 for EA is also illustrated graphically in Figure 11.  Corrections for increasing uplift linearly
603 decrease the ice mass change according to the respective sensitivities: Sa = -9.29 Gt a-1 per mm a-1

604  for altimetry and Sg-Iv = -47.1, Sg-Pe  = -52.6, or Sg-Wh  =  -45.7 Gt a-1 per mm a-1 for gravimetry
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605 (Table 1).  For EA, the derived uplift adjustments are = -2.70 mm a-1, äBadj-Pe  = -2.59 mm a-1 , and
606 äBadj-Wh   = -2.17 mm a-1 with an average of -2.49 mm; and äB0-Iv = -2.28 mm a-1, äB0-Pe  = -1.99
607 mm a-1, and äB0-Wh   = -2.36 mm a-1 with an average of -2.21 mm a-1.  The corresponding
608 (dM/dt)eq-Iv is 150.5 Gt a-1, the (dM/dt)eq-Pe is  147.8 Gt a-1, and the (dM/dt)eq-Wh is 151.3 Gt a-1 with
609 an average of 149.9 Gt a-1.

610 The required äB0-avg bedrock motions for mass matching in Table 4  for the regions and
611 subregions are summarized in Table 5 along with the dB/dt from the three Earth models for
612 comparison.  Interestingly, in the coastal WA1 the dM/dt from ICESat and GRACE of 95.2 and
613 96.0 Gt a-1 with no dBcor nor GIAcor are almost equal, which gives a very small äB0-avg of only      
614 -0.35 mm a-1 average over the sub-region.  This very small average motion (close to zero) is
615 consistent with uplift in the parts of the region nearest the coast, shown in the models (Fig. 2) and
616 recently measured at the coast (Barletta and others, 2018), and subsidence in the inner portions of
617 WA1 toward the ice divide with WA2.  That spatial response is consistent with the differing
618 histories of ice unloading in the coastal part of WA1 compared to the inner portion of WA1 that
619 should be more similar to the inland WA2 according to the ice-history in Kingslake and others
620 (2018) that we discuss in Section 8.  Consistent with that inland readvance following the major
621 retreat beginning in the Holocene, as well as with our observed dynamic thickening in WA2, the
622 required äB0-avg in WA2 is -3.48 mm a-1 (subsidence) in contrast to the three modeled uplifts
623 ranging from 3.00 to 5.42 mm a-1 caused by the models’ history of long-term continued ice
624 unloading over most of WA.

625 The results of Barletta and others (2018) are relevant in two important ways to all other altimetry
626 and gravimetry estimates of mass changes that necessarily use dBcor and GIAcor corrections from
627 models.  The first way is that the strong uplift rates (15 to 41 mm a-1) measured at four locations
628 in the Amundsen Sea Embayment (ASE) are much larger than the Peltier modeled dB/dt as
629 shown in their Figure 1c.  However, their measurements (6 to -2 mm a-1)  at two locations a few
630 hundred km to the Northeast outside of the ASE are small and closer to modeled values,
631 suggesting that the strong uplift is confined to the ASE where recent grounding-retreat and ice
632 thinning near the coast has occurred on Pine Island, Thwaites, and Smith glaciers (e.g. Fig. 4 in
633 Zwally and others, 2015), at least to the East side of the ASE.

634 Importantly, the large uplifts measured in the ASE essentially have little or no effect on our
635 results, because we do not use the modeled dBcor or GIAcor in our calculation of the äB0-md

636 adjustments that are done relative to the measured ICESat and GRACE dM/dt without any dBcor

637 or GIAcor applied.  Although the Sg sensitivities used in the adjustment Eqn (6) are calculated
638 from the model data, the difference among the modeled Sg are small (Table 1) and cause little
639 differences among the resulting äB0-md  (Table 4).   In WA1, with the aforementioned near
640 equality of the uncorrected ICESat and GRACE dM/dt (95.2 and 96.0 Gt a-1), the äB0-md have a
641 small range from -0.33 to -0.38 mm a-1 (Table 4) due to small range in the Sg from -2.6 to -2.9 Gt
642 a-1/mm a-1 (Table 1).  The same comments apply when the äBadj-md are calculated with Eqn (7),
643 because the corrected mass changes are essentially the same for both calculations (Table 4).
644 Similarly, additional uplift measurements in the other regions (WA2, EA, EA1, and EA2) would
645 have little or no effect on our äB0-md or äBadj-md for the same reasons.
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646 The second way the results of Barletta and others (2018) affect all mass change estimates, is their
647 conclusion about a lower regional viscosity of the fluid mantle that differs from the viscosity
648 used in the models. The lower viscosity affects a larger area of WA by causing a faster response
649 to changes in glacial loading. That lower viscosity is supportive of our findings of subsidence
650 inland in WA and our consequent mass gains in WA2.  In contrast, the finding of lower viscosity
651 implies consequent errors in the modeled corrections that are widely used for altimetry- and
652 gravity-based mass-change estimates by others coming from models that use differing viscosities
653 in WA.

654 The range of (dM/dt)eq-md among the three models is only 2.3% of their mean compared to the
655 larger range of 21% in the äBadj-md (or 17% in the range of äB0-md).  The smaller fractional
656 difference among the (dM/dt)eq-md occurs because of its primary sensitivity to the slope Sa ,
657 compared to the primary sensitivity of äBadj-md (and äB0-md) to the 5 times larger Sg.(c.f. the
658 solution in Fig. 11).  Similarly for the sub-regions of EA, and for WA and its subregions, the
659 differences among the (dM/dt)eq-md are also small (all #2.5% range).  Therefore, the (dM/dt)eq-md

660 vary less than 2.5% among the models used to equalize the GRACE  and ICESat dM/dt’s. 
661 Furthermore, for regional averages, it makes no difference whether äB0 and its corresponding
662 dBcor and GIAcor are applied to [(dM/dt)ICESat ]0 and [(dM/dt)GRACE ]0 with no dBcor nor GIAcor

663 applied, or whether äBadj and its corresponding dBcor and GIAcor are applied to the [(dM/dt)ICESat]md

664 and [(dM/dt)GRACE]md with their modeled dBcor and modeled GIAcor already applied.

665 As noted in Section 2, the RatioG/dB also provides a basis for estimating the incremental long-
666 term effect (äB´) on the rate of bedrock motion of a long-term dynamic ice thickening using Eqn
667 (9).  Values of  äB´ (calculated using the RatioG/dB from Table 1) for the EA, EA1, EA2, and
668 WA2 regions with observed dynamic thickening are -3.23, -2.50, -3.97, and -10.76 mm a-1 as 
669 listed in column 4 of Table 6.  These äB´ are compared to the äB0-avg adjustments (i.e. relative to
670 zero dB/dt) for the averages of the three äB0-md (listed in column 5, taken from column 3 of Table
671 4) showing that the äB´ estimated from the regional dynamic thickenings are 1.2 to 3.1 times
672 larger (column 7) than the required äB0-avg and 1.1 to 1.7 times larger than the äBadj-Iv (last
673 column).  For the first case, the corresponding interpretation relative to the äB0-avg adjustments
674 could be that if there were no other uplift/subsidence occurring from the history of ice loading
675 and unloading, then the subsidence needed for the matching of ICESat and GRACE mass
676 changes is only 32% to 83% of the äB´ estimated from the observed dynamic thickenings.  For
677 the second case, the interpretation for the estimated äB´ relative to the äB0-Iv adjustments could be
678 that if the observed ice thickenings were partially included in the history of loading/unloading in
679 the Ivins model, then the subsidence needed for the matching of GRACE and ICESat mass
680 changes and overcoming the modeled uplifts would be 60% to 90% of the äB´ estimated from the
681 observed dynamic thickenings.  For both comparisons, the estimated long-term response to ice
682 thickening of the magnitudes observed are larger than the required bedrock motion adjustments
683 for mass matching.

684 For the ICESat analysis, we use the Ivins dB/dt grid plus the regional äBadj-Iv in the calculation of
685 the dynamic Hd(t) in 50-km cells using Eqn (12); this retains the spatial variation of the modeled
686 dB/dt to which the regional average äBadj-md  are added. The dBcor  = - (Sa) C [ (dB/dt)Iv +äBadj-Iv] are
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687 listed in Table 3.  The spatial variation is included in the ICESat grid maps of dM/dt and dMd/dt
688 (Fig. 16), but is not distinguishable. The adjusted ICESat Md(t) and M(t) are calculated using
689 Eqns (15 and 16) for the height and mass series shown in Figures 5-8.  To obtain the adjusted
690 GRACE M(t), we calculated the regional GIAcor  = - (Sg)Iv C (äB0)Iv  for the EA1, EA2, WA1, and
691 WA2 subregions using values from column 4 Table 1 and column 3 Table 4.  The GIAcor for EA
692 and WA are the sums of their respective subregions.  The GIAcor listed in Table 3 are applied
693 (subtracted) to the GRACE M(t) that had no correction already applied.  The corrected M(t) for
694 ICESat 2003-2009 and GRACE 2003-2016 for the EA and WA regions and subregions are
695 shown in Figures 12-15. 

696 7.  ANTARCTIC  REGIONAL  CHANGES 1992 TO 2016

697 The regional changes during 1992 though 2016 are examined for four periods as labeled in Table
698 7a: 1) the first is the 1992-2001 period of ERS1/ERS2 measurements, 2) the second is the 2003-
699 08 period of  ICESat and GRACE measurements and mass-change matching, 3) the third is the
700 2009-11 period of  GRACE measurements, and 4) the fourth is the 2012-16 period of  GRACE
701 measurements.  The second, third, and fourth periods are chosen for analysis of the linear trends
702 in the ICESat and GRACE M(t) series, because a) the 2003-08 period has near linear trends and
703 is used for ICESat GRACE mass change matching and b) there are discernable changes in the
704 slopes of the M(t) series around 2009.0 and around 2012.0 in both the EA and WA regions as
705 well as their subregions

706 The linear mass trends from LQS fits at the midpoints of the 2003-08, 2009-11, and 2012- 2016
707 periods are in Table 7a and discussed in the next section.  The ERS1/ERS2 dM/dt for 1992- 2001
708 are from Zwally and others (2015) with the (dBcor) 2015 in Table 2 replaced with the dBcor in Table
709 3.  The differences between successive periods are given as the deltas in Table 7b along with a
710 comparison of the deltas as fractions of the average-annual SMB.  The ICESat and ERS1/ERS2
711 estimates of uncertainties are made using the methods detailed in the Appendix of Zwally and
712 others’ and for GRACE in Luthcke and others (2013).

713 In the EA1 subregion, the rate of mass gain more than doubled from 79 Gt a-1 during 2003-08 to
714 196 Gt a-1 beginning around the 2009.0.  That increased gain of 117 Gt a-1 occurred mostly in the
715 Queen Maud Land portion of EA1, where Shepherd and others (2012) and Medley and others
716 (2017) reported mass gains and accumulation increases, but it did not persist after 2012 when the 
717 EA1 gain reduced to 88 Gt a-1, close to the prior rate of 79 Gt a-1.  In the EA2 subregion,
718 successive decreases of 10 Gt a-1 and 16 Gt a-1 helped to reduced the overall gain in EA from a
719 high of 257 Gt a-1 during 2009-11 to 134 G a-1 during 2012-16, which is similar to the prior rates
720 of 150 Gt a-1 during 2003-08 and 161 Gt a-1 during 1992-2001. 

721 As the mass gain doubled in EA, the mass loss in the coastal WA1 doubled from 95 Gt a-1 during
722 2003-08 to 214 Gt a-1 during 2009-11.  WA1 includes DS22 with the Pine Island Glacier, DS21
723 with the Thwaites and Smith Glaciers, and DS20 with grounded ice discharging into Getz ice
724 shelf along the coast of Marie Byrd Land.  The increased loss of 119 Gt a-1 in WA1 was enhanced
725 by a 39 Gt a-1 reduction in the mass gain in the mostly inland WA2 bringing the total WA loss
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726 rate to 187 Gt a-1 during 2009-11.  In the last period, the loss from WA1 reduced by 49 Gt a-1 as
727 the gain in WA2 increased by 22  Gt a-1, which together reduced the overall loss from WA to 116
728 Gt a-1 during 2012-16.  This reduced loss is still significantly greater than the 8 Gt a-1 loss rates
729 during 1992-2001 and 29 to 26 Gt a-1 during 2003-08 from ICESat and GRACE.  In the Antarctic
730 Peninsula, the rate of loss increased from 9  Gt a-1 during 1992-2001, to 29 to 24 Gt a-1 from
731 ICESat and GRACE during 2003-08, followed by losses of  36 Gt a-1 during 2009-11 and 30 Gt
732 a-1 during 2012-16.

733 The spatial distributions of the rates of dynamic-driven mass changes (dMd/dt), the
734 accumulation-driven changes (dMa/dt), and the total mass changes (dM/dt) during 2003-08 are
735 shown in Figures 16a, 16b and 16c.  The magnitude and spatial distribution of the dM/dt and
736 dMd/dt are very similar and differ from the dMa/dt that are generally smaller and more spatially
737 variable.  The areas of significant dynamic thinning are mostly in the coastal areas of WA1, parts
738 of the AP, and on the Totten Glacier at 115EE in DS13 of EA2.  The significant inland dynamic
739 thinning is inland of the Mercer and Whillans Ice Streams in the Eastern part of DS17 of EA2
740 and the Western part of DS18 in WA2 inland of the Ross Ice Shelf.  In DS22 of WA1, the
741 dynamic thinning and negative dM/dt both extend inland close to the ice divide except for an
742 area of positive rates in the Southeast corner.  Similarly in DS21, dynamic thinning and negative
743 dM/dt extend inland to the ice divide, except for an area of small positive rates in the Southwest
744 corner. 

745 As shown in Figure 16b, dynamic thickening (discussed further in the next section) extends over
746 most of EA, WA2, and DS27 in the AP.  A marked area of dynamic thickening is in DS18 of
747 WA2, inland from Kamb Ice Stream that stagnated 150 years ago (Joughin and others, 2002), and
748 has an adjusted gain of 29 Gt a-1 for 2003-08.

749 8.  DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

750 During 1992 to 2016, the Antarctic ice sheet changed from a positive mass balance of over 100
751 Gt a-1, which was reducing sea level rise by 0.3 mm a-1, to a state of balance close to zero.  The
752 mass balance successively changed from a gain of 144 ± 61 Gt a-1 during 1992-2001, to 96 ± 26
753 Gt a-1 during 2003-08, to 34 ± 85 Gt a-1 during 2009-11, and to -12 ± 64 Gt a-1 during 2012- 2016
754 (Table 7a).  Those rates of change suggest an acceleration of -50 Gt a-1 decade-1 during 1992
755 through 2006,  -138 Gt a-1 decade-1 during 2006 through 2010.5, and -105 Gt a-1 decade-1 during
756 2014.5 through 2016.  These changes, shown in Figures 12-13, are driven by the acceleration of
757 outlet glaciers in the coastal WA1 with the marked increase in the dynamic loss of 119 Gt a-1

758 beginning near the end of 2008 that reduced by 49 Gt a-1 near the beginning of 2012.  The
759 increased dynamic loss near the end of 2008 was enhanced by a 39 Gt a-1 decrease in the gain in
760 WA2 that was followed by an increase of 22 Gt a-1 near the beginning of 2012.  Both of these
761 changes in WA2 were mostly driven by accumulation changes.  During the same periods the
762 mass gain in EA increased by 107 Gt a-1 near the end of 2008 followed by a decrease of  124 Gt
763 a-1 around the beginning of 2012 for a small net gain decrease 17 Gt a-1 during 2003 to 2016.  As
764 in WA2, these changes in EA were mostly driven by accumulation variations.
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765 Although the acceleration rates reported by Rignot and others (2019) of - 48 Gt a-1 decade-1

766 during 1979 to 2001 and -134 Gt a-1 decade-1 during 2001 to 2017 are consistent with our
767 acceleration estimates above, the mass balance values from their input-output methods are
768 generally more negative throughout their analysis.  Although their methods of interpolation or
769 extrapolation for areas with unobserved output velocities have insufficient description for
770 evaluation of associated errors, such errors in previous results (Rignot and others, 2008) caused
771 large overestimates of the mass losses as detailed in Zwally and Giovinetto (2011).  

772 Significant regional mass-change rates over Antarctica ranging from tens of Gt a-1 to over 100 Gt
773 a-1 occurred during 1992 to 2016 as shown by the deltas in Table 7b, including both regional
774 increases in the rates of mass loss and increases in the rates of mass gain.  Over all of Antarctica,
775 the total inter-period changes are all increases in mass loss ranging from 40 to 60 Gt a-1, because
776 some regional increases in mass gains only partially offset regional increases in losses.  Over the
777 24 years 1992 to 2016 the total increase in loss is 109 Gt a-1 bringing the total AIS essentially
778 into balance at -12 ± 64 Gt a-1.  As listed in Table 7b, the ratios of the changes (deltas) to the
779 SMB provide information on the relative significance of the inter-period variations. 

780 In both WA1 and AP, the dynamic-driven variations are more persistent and sometimes larger
781 relative to the SMB than the sub-decadal accumulation-driven variability.  In the first interval
782 (between 1992-2001 and 2003-08), when the inter-period change in WA1 was smallest at  -36 Gt
783 a-1 (-16% of SMB), the mass loss rate from DS22 with Pine Island Glacier doubled from 12 to 29
784 Gt a-1 while the loss rate from DS21 with the Thwaites and Smith Glaciers increased from 40 to
785 51 Gt a-1 and the loss rate from DS20 with glacier flow into the Getz Ice Shelf increased from 7
786 to 16 Gt a-1 (Zwally and others, 2015).  Studies of increases in glacier thinning and acceleration
787 of discharge velocities on Pine Island and Thwaites glaciers in WA1 during approximately 1992
788 to the early 2000s include Rignot and others, 2002; Thomas and others, 2004; and Wingham and
789 others, 2009.  In the second interval (2003-08 to 2009-11) the loss rate from WA1 further
790 increased by 119 Gt a-1 (-54% of SMB), presumably due to continued acceleration of glacier
791 discharge.  In contrast, in the third interval (2009-11 to 2012-16.5) the loss rate from WA1
792 decreased by 49 Gt a-1 (+22% of SMB), presumably due to an unidentified slowing of glacier
793 discharge.  In the AP, the 20 Gt a-1 (-10% of SMB) loss-rate increase in the first interval (1992-
794 2001 to 2003-08) was related to acceleration of glaciers, mainly following the collapse of the
795 Larsen B ice shelf (Pritchard and Vaughan, 2007; Rott and others, 2011; Shuman and others,
796 2011).  That was followed by a smaller loss-rate increase of 11 Gt a-1 (-6% of SMB) and a loss-
797 rate decrease of 6 Gt a-1 (+3% of SMB).  

798 In EA, and the EA1 and EA2 subregions, the inter-period variations of delta/SMB(%) (Table 7b)
799 are mostly only a few percent, which are typical of short-term atmospheric-driven variations in
800 accumulation rates.  A marked exception is the aforementioned 117 Gt a-1 increase (+25% of
801 SMB) in EA1 between 2003-08 and 2009-11, followed by a 108 Gt a-1 decrease (-23% of SMB)
802 between 2009-11 and 2012-16.  However, the net change in EA1 is only a small increase of 9 Gt
803 a-1 (+2% of SMB) during the ICESat to ICESat-2 interval of 16 years.  In EA2 during the same
804 times, the rate of mass gain decreased 10 Gt a-1 (-1% of SMB) between 2003-08 and 2009-11,
805 followed by a 16 Gt a-1 decrease (-2% of SMB) between 2009-11 and 2012-16 giving a net
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806 decrease in of 26 Gt a-1 (-4% of SMB) during the ICESat to ICESat-2 interval. Therefore, the
807 total accumulation-driven effect for all of EA was a rate decrease of 17 Gt a-1 (-1.5% of SMB),
808 which certainly can not be the cause of the mass gain of 90 Gt a-1 in EA during the ICESat to
809 ICESat-2 interval that was reported by Smith and others (2020).

810 Furthermore in EA during both of the earlier periods (1992-2001 and 2003-08), there were small
811 negative accumulation anomalies of -11.6 ± 6 Gt a-1  (i.e. -1% of SMB) compared to the 27-year
812 mean from 1982, which justified our conclusion that the mass gain in EA in those periods was
813 long-term dynamic thickening and not due to increases in contemporaneous snowfall (Zwally and
814 others, 2015).  

815 In the last column of Table 7b, we show the net changes in the rates over the 25 years (1992 to
816 2016) by including the rates of mass change during the first interval (i.e. between 1992-2001
817 ERS and 2003-08 ICESat).  These inter-decadal changes are very small at -17 Gt a-1 (-1% of
818 SMB) for EA, -2 Gt a-1 (0% of SMB) for EA1, and -15 Gt a-1 (-2% of SMB) for EA2, further
819 supporting our conclusion that the observed mass gains in East Antarctica are from long-term
820 dynamic thickening and not from current trends in accumulation.  

821 Ice dynamic changes are driven by long-term changes in accumulation, but those dynamic
822 changes remain small for long periods of time (e.g. 100 a  to 10,000 a) as changes in
823 accumulation slowly change the ice thickness, which in turn slowly changes the gravitational
824 forcing of the ice velocity.  For decadal and sub-decadal changes that are driven by atmospheric
825 variations in accumulation, the corresponding dynamic response is very small, including for the
826 relatively large +25% and -23% of SMB variations in EA discussed above.  However, over much
827 longer times (e.g. >1000 a), a sustained change in accumulation will significantly alter the ice
828 velocity.  An example is the marked increase in accumulation that began in the early Holocene
829 (ca. 10 ka ago), with a 67–266% increase from the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) as derived
830 from six ice cores (Siegert, 2003).  As shown by a 3-D numerical model of the dynamic response
831 of the ice flow to a doubling of accumulation after the LGM, the surface elevation in the vicinity
832 of Lake Vostok in EA increased at a nearly constant rate of  2 cm a-1 for 10 ka, reaching a 200 m
833 elevation increase at present, followed by a decreasing rate of rise continuing asymptotically to a
834 total 320 m elevation increase in another 30 ka (Wang and others, 2013).   This result is
835 consistent with the 2 cm a-1  elevation increase observed near Vostok Subglacial Lake in central
836 EA (Zwally and others, 2015) that would have caused only a 200 m elevation increase over
837 10,000 years, producing a correspondingly small ~6% increase in the driving stress under the
838 3400 m of ice and a very slow acceleration of the ice flow. 

839 The dynamic thickening (2003-08) extends over most of EA (Fig. 16b) and much of the inland
840 WA2, as also shown for 1992-2001 in Figure 11a of Zwally and others (2015).  The average
841 dynamic thickening from the 2003-08 ICESat analysis is 16.4 mm a-1 over EA  and 47.7 mm a-1

842 over WA2 (Table 3).  Comparable thickening rates were previously obtained from the average-
843 linear-change analysis (Zwally and others’), which were 17.5 mm a-1 for 1992-2001 and 18.6 mm
844 a-1 for 2003-08 over EA and 55.0 mm a-1 for 1992-2001 and 62.1 mm a-1 for 2003-08 over WA,
845 after respective adjustments of äBadj-Iv = -2.7 mm a-1 for EA and -6.2 mm a-1 for WA (Table 4).  
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846 As discussed previously and shown in Table 6, the estimated bedrock motions, äB’, caused by
847 such ice thickening, which might not be totally included in the ice histories used in the models of
848 bedrock motion, are 1.2 to 1.7 times larger than the additional bedrock motion needed for 
849 GRACE and ICESat dM/dt matching.

850 Similar to EA, the present accumulation rate in WA at present is around twice that of the ice age
851 rate 6400 to 16000 years ago (Siegert and Payne, 2004).  However, as noted in our introduction,
852 the long-term dynamic ice history of WA with a major Holocene retreat and more recent
853 readvance (Kingslake and others, 2018; Bradley and others, 2015) is very different from the more
854 dynamically stable EA.  Figure 3 in Kingslake and others (2018) shows their simulated-
855 maximum-advanced extent of the WA2 grounded ice sheet around the time of the LGM 20 ka
856 ago, which is near the current fronts of the Ross and Filchner-Ronne ice shelves.  Also shown are
857 the maximum positions of the inland retreat circa 10 ka ago and the positions that are close to the
858 present ice-shelf grounding lines following the ice sheet re-advance to present. Interestingly, their
859 model does not show a retreat to inside the present grounding line in the Amundsen Sea sector of
860 WA1 circa 10 ka ago, which may have implications regarding the current ongoing and future
861 changes in WA1.   

862 During the post-LGM inland retreat phase until circa 10 ka ago, the ice sheet in WA2 rapidly
863 thinned up to and including the ice divide between the drainage basins flowing into the Ross and
864 Filchner Ice Shelves.  The retreat was mainly driven by rising sea level and ice warming.  The ice
865 unloading during the retreat phase forced long-term mantle inflow and basal uplift, the effect of
866 which is likely continuing today at a rate depending on the mantle viscosity.  The ice re-advance
867 phase (circa 10 ka ago until present) has been driven directly by the rate of ice growth, which is
868 dependent upon the higher Holocene accumulation rate, and by the effect of the basal uplift and
869 the inland ice growth on advancing the grounding line and slowing the ice flow.  

870 As the ice unloading of the retreat phase in WA2 ended circa 10 ka ago and the ice loading of the
871 advance phase commenced, the forcing on the mantle flow reversed with a response time on the
872 order of several thousand years, which importantly could be less than the 10 ka of the re-advance
873 phase.  That means that the dominant response at present should be subsidence rather than a
874 long-term decaying continuation of the uplift from the post-LGM retreat in the models.  Since
875 our result for the matching of the GRACE and ICESat dM/dt for WA2 gives äB0-md ranging from 
876 -3.27 to -3.70 mm a-1 (i.e. subsidence from Table 4) using the three (Sg)md instead of the uplift
877 range of +3.0 to +5.4 mm a-1 (from Table 1) given by the models, our results suggest that a
878 reversal from area-average uplift to area-average subsidence did indeed occur sometime between
879 10 ka ago and the present.  The timing of the reversal was likely due the faster response implied
880 by the lower mantle viscosity for WA suggested by the results of Barletta and others (2018)
881 compared to the viscosity used in the  models.  Our observed dynamic thickening throughout
882 most of WA2 is consistent with this scenario of retreat and re-advance to the present grounding-
883 line positions.  The most pronounced thickening is in DS18 inland from Kamb Ice Stream that
884 stagnated 150 years ago (Joughin and others, 2002).  The 2003-08 mass gain in DS18 is 29 Gt a–1

885 (adjusted by 1.7 Gt a–1 from the 27.3 Gt a–1 in Zwally and others, 2015).  
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886 We note again that our procedures for adjustment of the GIAcor and dBcor are based on the simple
887 principal that the respective corrections are caused by the volume and mass change of the same
888 material in the Earth’s mantle underlying the ice sheet.   The matching is based on a simple linear
889 relationship between the uncorrected mass changes using a constant determined by the ratio of
890 the volume change to the mass change.  Although we find that the values of RatioG/dB from the
891 Earth models give values of ñearth that are consistent with knowledge of mantle densities, that
892 physical correspondence is not essential for making the äB  adjustments.  However, we believe
893 the physical relationship implied by the consistency of the ñearth values strengthens the validity of
894 our adjustments to the ICESat and GRACE mass estimates. 

895 Finally, despite the high quality of the dynamic Earth models their results are nevertheless still 
896 very dependent on model parameters such as mantle viscosity that are estimated using model
897 constraints from limited measurements of crustal motion and sea level change, which for
898 Antarctica are not even measurable in vast ice-covered areas.  Furthermore, the Earth models are
899 further highly dependent on ice-sheet models and limited glacial-geologic evidence for their ice-
900 loading histories that force the mantle flow.  We believe our results on Antarctic dynamic
901 thickening and our derived adjustments provide useful information that can be used for further
902 development of Earth models.  Also, our attempts to calculate the spatial distribution of
903 RatioG/dB and therefore calculate the spatial distributions of the bedrock motion adjustments for
904 ICESat and GRACE dM/dt matching (rather than regional averages) were limited by the
905 singularities at small values and perhaps the numerical precision of the Earth model results. 
906 Therefore, examination of the RatioG/dB within the model, and its implications regarding the
907 density of the fluid mantle involved, may provide new insights and perhaps methods for avoiding
908 the numerical problems encountered with the current GIA and dB/dt outputs and their ratio.

909 Although the inter-decadal changes in Antarctic accumulation since 1992 have been very small,
910 future increases in accumulation with climate warming are likely to have an increasing  impact
911 on the overall Antarctic mass balance.  In that regard, the EA ice sheet is especially important
912 because of its large area.  Estimated sensitivities of the total Antarctic mass balance to
913 temperature change range from -0.36 to -0.80 mm a-1 of global sea level change per EC
914 (equivalent to +130 to +290 Gt a-1 of ice perEC) (Huybrechts, 2004 in Bamber and Payne, 2004). 
915 The largest estimate of -0.80 mm a-1 sea level change per EC includes the interactive effect on
916 accumulation from changes in sea ice extent by 125 km per EC (i.e. distance to open-ocean
917 source of moisture).  Such accumulation-driven increases, along with the current long-term
918 dynamic thickening in EA and WA2, can continue to offset some increases in dynamic losses
919 such as those that have occurred in the AP and the coastal WA1.  However, it is important to
920 note that decadal-scale dynamic changes are not all causing increases in mass loss. The M(t) for
921 the AP in Figure 14 shows reduced mass loss for the last several years.  Also, as previously
922 noted, the M(t) for WA1 in Figure 11 shows the marked increase in dynamic loss that began
923 around 2009 has reduced during the later years.
924  
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APPENDIX 1

2 Introduction

3 We examine the compatibility of elevation changes derived from satellite altimeters including
4 basic corrections made to the data, the methods to obtain valid ice-sheet elevation changes, and
5 the methods to derive mass changes from the elevation changes.  We review our methods and
6 provide reasons why our results differ from some studies and agree with others. The first type of
7 reason includes differences in the various corrections and calibrations applied in the data
8 processing and those that may be developed later by investigators.  For radar altimetry, a second
9 reason is differences in the methods of correcting for the highly-variable penetration of the radar

10 signal into the firn and the depth of the backscatter signal detected by the altimeter, from which
11 the range to the surface is derived, thereby affecting the derived H(t) and dH(t)/dt.  The third
12 reason is differences in the methods of deriving mass changes from the measured elevation
13 changes, which includes: 1) accounting for the densities of the firn and ice that are associated
14 with the elevation changes, 2) corrections for firn compaction (FC), and 3) correction for the

dB/dt bedrock motion, thereby affecting the M(t) and dM(t)/dt. 15

16 Basic Corrections and Elevation-Change Analysis

17 An example of the first reason from Zwally and others (2005) is: “Instrument corrections include
18 subtraction of a 40.9 cm bias from ERS-1 elevations to account for a different instrument
19 parameter used for ERS-2 (Femenias, 1996) and corrections for drifts in the ultra-stable
20 oscillator and bias changes in the scanning point target response that are obtained from the
21 European Space Agency.  Those corrections required application by the data users and are not
22 necessarily applied nor noted in publications.  A second example is the correction for the
23 ERS-1/ERS-2 inter-satellite elevation bias that was discovered and empirically-determined
24 during 13 months of simultaneous operation; from Zwally and others’: “The bias correction
25 lowers the ERS-2 elevations by an average of  .... 17.5 cm .....over Antarctic grounded ice and by
26 12.0 cm..... over Antarctic floating ice. .... the correction lowers the average dH/dt by 2.4 cm
27 a–1.... on grounded ice and by 1.6 cm a–1 .... on floating ice. The effects ...... on calculations of
28 mass change (dM/dt) for the ERS gridpoints are roughly .... –205 Gt a–1 for Antarctica ....
29 indicating the importance of this correction.  Davis and others (2005) in effect apply a bias
30 correction by calculating separate H(t) series for ERS-1 and ERS-2 and adjusting them together
31 during the 12 month overlap period, but do not state the magnitude of their adjustments”.  This
32 elevation bias was very spatially variable over the ice sheet and at least partially related to surface
33 slope.  

34 Another important factor is our use of  ERS ice-mode data only, because we found that ocean-
35 mode only and mixed-mode data had differing biases that were also spatially variable and
36 difficult to determine.  Davis and others (2005) also used ice-mode data only that was obtained
37 with corrections from our reprocessing of ESA provided data.  At this level it is possible to inter-
38 compare results from some studies, but not all.
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39 Another factor affecting the accuracy of the derived elevation changes is the methods used for 
40 crossover analysis and construction of elevation time series from which dH/dt is derived.  Our
41 methodology (Zwally and Brenner, 2001; Zwally and others, 2005) includes two important
42 features that affect the accuracy: 1) the averaging of elevation differences at ascending-
43 descending crossovers with those at descending-ascending crossover differences according to
44 Eqn 20 in Zwally and Brenner’ [a method  first used in Zwally and others (1989) to remove
45 orbital biases but also removes effects of penetration (Arthern and others, 2001)], and 2) the
46 construction of time-series from crossover differences that uses not only crossovers between the
47 first repeat cycle and all successive repeat cycles, which gives N terms for N repeat cycles
48 including N pairings of crossover differences (e.g. Wingham and others, 1998), but also uses
49 crossovers between the second repeat cycle and all successive cycles, plus between the third
50 repeat and all successive repeats, and so forth constructing a series also with N terms but includes
51 N2/2 pairings of independent crossover differences.  The quality of the time series in select 50 km
52 squares from which the dH/dt are calculated was shown in Figs 3 and 4 in Zwally and others,
53 2005.

54 ICESat Inter-campaign Biases and G-C Error Correction
55  
56 As described in Zwally and others (2015): “We use methods ... used in ... mapping of the level of
57 open water and thin ice in leads and polynyas in sea ice by ICESat in the Antarctic (Zwally and
58 others, 2008) and the Arctic (Farrell and others, 2009), in the joint mapping by ICESat and
59 Envisat of the mean dynamic topography in the Arctic Ocean (Farrell and others, 2012), and in
60 the analysis of temporal changes in the ocean dynamic topography ... by Envisat in the western
61 Arctic Ocean (Giles and others, 2012).  Advantages of our method compared to other studies of
62 campaign biases ... include: (1) smooth surfaces in leads and polynyas that do not require a
63 sea-state bias ... correction, (2) measured laser reflectivity of 0.42 that is closer to the 0.53
64 reflectivity of the adjacent sea ice and of ice sheets compared to the measured low reflectivity of
65 0.12 over open ocean, (3) availability of independent Envisat measurements of the vertical
66 motion of the sea surface reference level, and (4) coverage over the reference surface by most of
67 the laser tracks during each campaign.”  

68 “As of December 2012, the ranges for ICESat/GLAS ... ice-sheet data products had been
69 incorrectly calculated from the centroid (amplitude-weighted center of leading and trailing edge
70 thresholds) of the transmit laser pulse to the center of a Gaussian fit of the return pulse (Zwally,
71 2013).  Applying the range correction for the transmit Gaussian to centroid (G-C) offset
72 improved the range precision by 1.7 cm to <2 cm, and changed (but did not remove) the laser
73 campaign biases (Zwally, 2013).  Our current analysis uses elevation data with the G-C
74 correction applied and compatible bias corrections determined with data with the G-C
75 correction also applied.  Before the G-C correction was applied, the G-C offset had been in both
76 the data for the ice-sheet dh/dt along-track solutions and in our bias calculations, so the effect of
77 the offsets cancelled.  We confirmed that cancellation by comparing our previous and current
78 analyses of dH/dt. The average dH/dt for the AIS changed by only +0.01 cm a–1, and the average
79 dH/dt error reduced from 0.024 cm a–1 to  0.012 cm a–1, reflecting the improved range accuracy.
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80 The corresponding dM/dt for the AIS changed by only +1 Gt a–1.  Therefore, although the net
81 effect of using ice-sheet data without the G-C correction applied is very small if commensurate
82 bias corrections are applied, the error is significant ( –1.29 cm a–1) if the G-C correction is only
83 applied to the data and not to the bias determinations (i.e. incorrectly causing a less positive or
84 more negative dH/dt).  The error is similar if the G-C correction is applied, but ... [earlier, before
85 G-C corrected)] bias adjustments are applied as in Helm and others (2014) in which the volume
86 change obtained from ICESat for 2003–09 for the AIS is [consequently too] negative at –60 ± 44
87 km3 a–1.”  Helm and others (2014) value of -23 ± 36 km3 a-1 (ICESat 2003-09) for EA would
88 adjust to +109 ± 36 km3 a-1 if their laser biases had been estimated using data with the G-C
89 correction applied.   Scambos and Shuman (2016) also compared an incompatible mixture of 
90 biases estimated using data with or without the G-C correction applied. 

91 Importantly before the G-C error was discovered, the trend in the estimated biases determined
92 without the G-C correction was small, so that applying those bias corrections improved the
93 relative accuracy of the campaigns but made only a small change in trends derived from the data. 
94 Specifically, using biases determined over open-water and thin ice in the Arctic Ocean from
95 Zwally and others (2011) : “We reduce the time variation of these d values [biases] by 0.003 m
96 a–1 to account for the current rate of sea-level rise, and then subtract the reduced d values from
97 the measured elevations.  The linear trend in the reduced d is 0.006 m a–1, which averaged over
98 all of Greenland increases the overall mass loss by 9 Gt a–1 compared with data without the d
99 correction applied.”.

100 Shepherd et al. (2012) IMBIE-1 included mass gain estimates from ICESat for EA (in Table S8)
101 of 118 ± 56 Gt/yr by L.  Sorensen and R. Forsberg, 126 ± 60 Gt/yr by B. Smith, and a smaller
102 gain of 86 ± 55 Gt/yr by D. Yi and J. Zwally, all of which were done before the G-C laser error
103 correction was discovered, and therefore were done with campaign biases corrections
104 consistently determined.  As noted above, trends in the bias corrections were small before the
105 G-C correction, but changed significantly afterward. Shepherd et al. (2018) IMBIE-2 did not
106 include ICESat results from R. Forsberg nor B. Smith and at least some of the included ICESat
107 results from other investigators (other than Zwally) had laser biases determined with the G-C
108 inconsistency causing a significant dH/dt bias as noted on NSIDC ICESat-data website in 2013. 

109 The bias corrections used in this paper in Table 8 are the same as those in Zwally and others
110 (2015), except for the addition of values for campaigns L2d and L2F in 2009 and the removal of
111 a sinusoidal component with a peak-to-peak amplitude of 4.3 cm and with maxima at day 123 of
112 the annual cycles.  These and other biases estimates are available at

https://nsidc.org/data/icesat/correction-to-product-surface-elevations.html 113 along with evaluation
114 criteria such as whether a correction was made for an independently determined vertical motion
115 of the reference surfaces.  The NSIDC website includes the recommendation: “Applying the
116 per-shot G-C changes, but does not remove all the inter-campaign biases. Any new "campaign
117 level" bias adjustments should be determined with compatible (corrected) data and applied only
118 to analysis of corrected data”.
119
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120 Variable Radar Penetration and Backscatter Depth

121 Ice-sheet surface elevations measured by radar altimeters are seriously affected by the strengths
122 of the surface reflection and the sub-surface volume scattering and reflection from internal layers,
123 which were modeled and analyzed in altimeter waveform data over Greenland and Antarctica
124 (Partington and others,1989).  Numerous other papers also addressed the spatial variability of the
125 penetration and its effects on various waveform retracking algorithms, and therefore on the
126 calculated “surface” elevation.  In general, altimeter waveforms as depicted in Figures 4-6 in
127 Partington and others’ have an initial rise (return vs time) with a slope that is dependent on
128 surface roughness (on the scale of sastrugi) as the pulse-limited footprint expands over the
129 surface, followed by a decreasing return from the radar penetrating into the firn and the
130 consequent volume scattering and reflection from internal ice layers. The three principal
131 waveform-retracking algorithms differ mainly in their points selected on the waveform for the
132 range correction, and therefore differ in the level of their derived surface or near-surface
133 elevation.  The threshold tracker (Davis, 1997), which selects a point on the leading edge at 20%
134 of the waveform peak, is least sensitive to sub-surface returns, as is the similar threshold first
135 maximum retracker (TFMRA) (Helms and others, 2014).  The multi-parameter waveform fitting
136 tracker (Martin and others, 1983) selects the mid-point of the leading edge corresponding to the
137 mean surface elevation and is also relatively insensitive to volume scattering.  In contrast, the
138 Offset-Center-of-Gravity (OCOG) (Bamber, 1994), used by Wingham and others (1998) and by
139 ESA for one of the CryoSat data products, uses the whole waveform and is therefore more
140 sensitivity to the sub-surface backscatter and its variability.  

141 While retracking algorithms give different surface or sub-surface elevations, and may have
142 differing accuracies and precisions, those differences would not be a major problem for
143 measurement of elevation changes if the strengths of the surface reflection and the sub-surface
144 reflections and scattering were constant in time.  However, the penetration/reflection depth and
145 the backscatter power are highly-variable seasonally and have multi-year trends, as clearly shown
146 in Figure 3 of Yi and others (2011).  Adodo and others (2018) provide a detailed analysis of the
147 season variations of the backscattering over the Antarctic ice sheet including the theoretical
148 dependence on firn properties and analysis of multifrequency radar-altimeter measurements made
149 by Envisat and SARAL/AltiKa. 

150 The first elevation correction for the temporal variability of the penetration depth as a function of
151 radar backscatter used the “gradient” of the observed elevation to the strength of the backscatter
152 derived from the waveforms (note 10 in Wingham et al, 1998).  The gradient was called
153 “sensitivity” in Zwally and others (2005), who used the altimeter AGC as a measure of the
154 backscatter and applied other correlation criteria for its application as shown in Figure 6 of Yi
155 and others (2011), thereby improving the correction.  Yi and others’ also considered alternate
156 methods (short-term, mixed-term, and long-term) of calculating the sensitivity that give different
157 sensitivities and correlation coefficients.  Successful corrections for ERS1/ERS2 were also made
158 by Davis and Ferguson (2004) and Khvorostovsky (2012).  
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159 Unfortunately for Envisat and CryoSat data, the correction for the time-variable penetration depth
160 became substantially more difficult.  The linearly-polarized radar signals, which were oriented
161 across-track on Envisat at 120E and CryoSat at 90E, interact with firn properties related to the
162 direction of the surface slope (sometimes called surface anisotropy) and the relative directions
163 (polarization vs surface slope) differ significantly at track crossings (e.g. Arthern and others,
164 2001; Legresy and others, 1999; Remy and others, 2012).  In contrast, the orientation of the
165 polarization along track (at 0 deg) on ERS1/ERS2 tended to be more oriented in the direction of
166 maximum surface slope at high-latitude crossovers rather than across-slope, especially at the
167 steeper ice sheet margins, which may have enabled the more successful penetration corrections
168 for ERS crossover analysis.

169 For Envisat data, a successful correction was developed using repeat-track analysis and an
170 advanced correction algorithm (Flament and Remy, 2012).  Repeat-track analysis significantly
171 mitigates the variable penetration problem, because the polarization orientation relative to the
172 surface slope is essentially identical on the repeating tracks.  A critical point is that their solution
173 makes a time-dependent backscatter correction for the variable depth penetration, and also uses
174 time-variable waveform parameters.  They used 84 of the 35-day repeat cycles from September
175 2002 to October 2010 and computed “the elevation trend every kilometre along-track” using “All
176 available measurements within a 500 m radius of a point on the mean ground track”.   “..... In
177 the central part of the East Antarctica, the height and the leading edge width fluctuations vary
178 together while elsewhere, height fluctuations may occur with no variations in the waveform
179 shape, mostly during winter. As a consequence, these induced errors cannot be corrected with
180 solely the help of the backscatter: waveform shape parameters are also needed. They are
181 however not enough to fully correct these two errors. We propose an empirical correction for
182 these effects. ...... In terms of volume change, the estimation may vary up to 4 cm/yr at
183 cross-overs depending on the correction used and is reduced in average to 2.3 cm/yr with our
184 correction. The difference between the height trends estimated with both corrections is weak in
185 average but may locally reach 5 cm/yr with a clear geographical pattern.”

186 The method of McMillian and others (2014) for CryoSat is: “To compute changes in ... elevation,
187 we adapted a repeat-track method [Flament and Remy, 2012; Moholdt et al., 2010; Smith et al.,
188 2009] to suit the Cryosat-2 data set, ......” and “...Elevation measurements are accumulated in
189 469,451 regularly spaced (5 by 5 km) geographical regions, and within each region, we solve,
190 simultaneously, for spatial and temporal fluctuations in elevation and for a fixed contribution
191 due to the impact of surface anisotropy on the tracked range (see supporting information).....,
192 ...and a correction is applied  to account for temporal fluctuations in backscatter that cause
193 spurious fluctuations in range [Davis and Ferguson, 2004; Khvorostovsky,2012; Wingham and
194 others, 1998].  Their solution is complicated because: 1) their 5-km covers a 100X larger area
195 with more variable surface conditions than that used by Flament and Remy (2012) and the long
196 365-day near repeat cycle includes few near-repeat orbits,  2) their “contribution” for the
197 “impact of surface anisotropy” is very large (+ 1 m to -1m in their SM figure 1, and 3) their
198 separation into fixed and time-varying fluctuations is of dubious validity.  Their range
199 measurements are “corrected for the lag of the leading edge tracker [Wingham et al., 2006],
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200 which used ERS “WAP v. 3 altimeter data” and presumably the OCOG retracker that is more
201 sensitive to sub-surface penetration. 

202  In contrast, Helm and others (2014) stated: “... our study show(s) that a correction for the static
203 “Antarctic pattern” in dh/dt estimates as applied in McMillan et al. (2014) (for penetration) can
204 be avoided when using the TFMRA re-tracker.”  Table 4 in Helm and others (2014) for EA
205 shows volume changes of +78± 19 km3 a-1 (IMBIE 2003-2008) and + 59 ± 63 km3 a-1 (CryoSat
206 2011-14), compared to the -2.7 ± 33 km3 a-1 (CryoSat 2010-2013) from McMillan and others
207 (2014), giving a 62 ± 71 km3 a-1 difference between CryoSat investigators for EA. 

208 For Greenland, Nilsson and others (2016) showed that an improved leading-edge retracker for 
209 CryoSat-2, which changes the sensitivity to depth penetration, can cause a very-large 50 cm/yr
210 difference in the derived surface elevation in the normally dry snow zone of Northern Greenland
211 and significant differences in the volume change estimates compared to ESA’s public data
212 product.

213 Deriving Mass Changes from Elevation Changes

214 Our methods of deriving mass changes, as applied to Greenland (Zwally and others, 2011) and to
215 Antarctica (Zwally and others, 2015) and followed in this paper, have distinct advantages not
216 employed in other studies.  The advantages are: 1) correction for accumulation-driven and
217 temperature-driven changes in surface elevation that do not involve changes in mass using a
218 state-of-art FC model (Li and Zwally, 2015); and 2) separation of accumulation-driven and
219 dynamic-driven mass changes and the assignment of proper ice (ñi) and near-surface firn (ña)
220 densities to each, even though ña is not necessarily calculated (see text following Eqn 13).

221 Initially, investigators used a single density ñ to estimate dM/dt = ñ x dH/dt (with dH/dt corrected
222 for bedrock motion and perhaps FC), even though it was known that elevation changes were
223 likely due to a combination of accumulation-driven changes with a density of ña and dynamic-
224 driven changes with the density of ñi .  For example, Zwally and others, 2005 calculated a mass
225 change dF/dt using ña, = 0.4, which “is a typical mean density for the top strata corresponding to
226 10 years of accumulation”, and dM/dt using ñi = 0.91, which provided their preferred estimate. 
227 Clearly, choosing either ña or ñi makes a factor of 2.3 or more difference causing significant
228 errors in mass estimates one way or the other.

229 More recently, users of the old method (e.g. McMillan and others, 2014; McMillan and others,
230 2016;  Martín-Español and others, 2017; and Schroder and others, 2019), take dM/dt to be equal
231 to ñfirn/ice x dH/dt, where H is corrected for bedrock motion and perhaps FC, and ñfirn/ice is
232 chosen/assumed to be either ñfirn equal ~0.350 or ñice  equal 0.917, sometimes based on a limited
233 spatial mask as in McMillan and others 2014 and Schroder and others, 2019.  From McMillan
234 and others (2016): “To convert the resulting altimeter rates of change to mass, we constructed a
235 density model that accounted for both surface and dynamic processes.  In regions where high
236 rates of elevation change and ice flow suggested a state of dynamic imbalance, we used an ice
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237 density of 917 kg m-3 (see Text S8). Elsewhere, detected elevation changes were assumed to be
238 driven by SMB processes, and we used an ice density within the ablation zone and the density of
239 the IMAU-FDM firn layers gained or lost across the remaining areas.”, for which use of the
240 density of firn layers instead their former 350 kg m-3 made a small improvement.  However, the
241 method maintains the critical flaw of not actually accounting “for both surface and dynamic
242 processes” where surface and dynamic processes occur in the same location, which is mostly
243 everywhere in the accumulation zone.  

244 As we noted following Eqn 16, “a priori selection of appropriate single or multiple firn/ice
245 densities ... is not possible due to the extensive spatial and temporal variabilities of the actual ña,
246 and because Ha and Hd  have differing spatial variations in magnitude and sign.”  This is further
247 illustrated for Greenland in Zwally and others (2011) in their Figure 7 “Maps for the 2003–07
248 period. (a) Accumulation-driven elevation change, dHa

CA /dt. (b) Ablation- and dynamic-driven
249 elevation change, dHbd/dt. (c) Relative density, ña, of the firn for the dHa

CA /dt component”. Their 
250 Figure 7b clearly shows the extensive area of dynamic thickening over much of the higher
251 elevations of the accumulation zone, and in Figures 7a and 7b the mixture of surface and
252 dynamic processes everywhere.  The large variability of the density for the surface processes is
253 shown in their Figure 7c.  Furthermore, the surface process (i.e. Ha

CA(t)) are more variable with
254 time on decadal and sub-decadal time scales, and therefore vary in sign from the more constant
255 dynamic processes, both of which contribute to the measured H(t) according to Eqn 12.  

256 Similarly for Antarctica, the large spatial and temporal variations of the accumulation-driven
257 mass change, dMa/dt, are shown in Zwally and others (2015) in their Figure 10a for 1992-2001
258 and Figure 10b for 2003-2008, and are also evident in the measured dH/dt in their Figs 6a and
259 6b.  In contrast, the minimal temporal variations of the dynamic-driven changes are shown in
260 their Figs 11a and 11b, with the exception of the increases in dynamic thinning in WA1.  For the
261 ICESat period the large spatial variability of the dMa/dt is also shown in our Figure 14 c
262 compared to the mostly small spatial variations in the dynamic thickening in EA and the large
263 variations in dynamic thinning in WA1 and thickening in WA2 shown in 14 b.

264 The difficulty of choosing a correct density for the firn changes is further illustrated by the
265 calculated spatial distributions of ña = Ä Ma / Ä(Ha- CA) in Figure 17 for 1992-2001 and 2003-
266 2008.  The ña represent firn distributed over a range of depths depending on the time history of
267 the accumulation anomalies as they propagate into the firn, and do not represent the density of a
268 particular firn layer at a specific depth.  The regional average ña are listed in Table 9, adapted
269 from Table 4 in Zwally and others (2015).  Also in Table 9 are the ñpseudoI  /  dM/dt/(dI/dt  C
270 Area) using the derived dM/dt and dI/dt, which is the rate of ice thickness change corrected for
271 temperature-driven FC and bedrock motion (i.e. dI/dt  / dH/dt – dCT/dt – dB/dt).  The range of
272 ñpseudoI from 0.55 to 5.78, with 12 out of 16 values outside the range of 0.2 to 0.92 firn/ice
273 densities, demonstrates the impossibility of selecting a single value of ñfirn/ice to calculate correct
274 mass changes.  Therefore, critiques (Martín-Español and others (2017); Bamber and others
275 (2018)) of our results are at least partially based on a false premise that a single density can be
276 used to derive accurate mass changes from elevation changes.
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277 Finally, we note that although many altimeter studies use some form of FC modeling in their
278 analysis, there are major differences in the validity of the models and their specific applications
279 to altimeter data.  Furthermore, quantitative evaluation of those differences is typically not
280 possible because of the lack of details provided in various papers such as the time series of the
281 modeled compaction parameters CA(t) and CT(t), for example as we show combined as CAT(t) in
282 Figures 5 and 7.  Although the FC models mostly have a common heritage based on the semi-
283 empirical formulation of Heron and Langway (1998), which as used in Zwally and Li (2002)
284 included the important innovation of a greater sensitivity of the compaction rate to firn
285 temperature based on laboratory measurements of ice creep.  However, several differing
286 temperature sensitivities have been used by other investigators giving differing temperature-
287 driven trends in elevation.  

288 A critically important advance not used in other FC models, is the time-dependent formulation of
289 the compaction equations on the accumulation rate A(t), which was first introduced in Li and
290 Zwally (2011) and in Eqn 9 in Li and Zwally (2015).  For example, in the often-used model of
291 Ligtenberg and others (2011), the accumulation rate appears as a constant in their Eqs 5, 8 and 9,
292 as it was initially in Heron and Langway’.  As detailed in Li and Zwally (2015), the
293 time-dependent treatment of the A(t) is essential for determining the proper time response of the
294 firn to accumulation variations and for calculating the resulting accumulation-driven trends in
295 surface elevation.  Proper time-dependence of the FC modeling is critically important because the
296 rate of FC and the consequent rate of change of the surface elevation at any given time for
297 correction of the measured dH/dt depends on the time history of both accumulation and
298 temperature for decades (Li and Zwally, 2015) prior to the measurement. 

299 The accumulation and temperature data sets chosen to drive the FC models are also very
300 important and contribute to significant differences.  In Zwally and others (2015) we justified and
301 used the ERA-Interim re-analysis data on accumulation rates, A(t), instead of other models
302 partially based on the more realistic spatial distribution of the temporal variability, particularly in
303 coastal regions.  Further support was provided by a detailed analysis (Medley and others, 2013)
304 of the spatial and temporal correlations from 1980 through 2009 in WA between A(t) derived
305 from layering shown by an airborne snow radar.  Correlations among (1) four reanalyses
306 (including ERA-Interim and RACMO) and (2) ice cores gave a temporal correlation for
307 ERA-Interim of  0.93 compared to only 0.68 for RACMO, 0.91 and 0.92 for the other two
308 reanalyses, and 0.80 for the ice cores.  Also, we believe our use of the satellite AVHRR-
309 measured temperature is preferred to modeled temperatures used by others because the trends in
310 the modeled temperature vary widely among models and differ significantly from the measured
311 temperatures.

312 After long-term FC model spinup with a constant mean A, it is extremely important to drive the
313 models with the variability in accumulation variations (äA(t) = A(t) - <A(t)>27) with respect to
314 the long-term (e.g. 27 year model mean) rather than with A(t) for two reasons.  First, the äA(t)
315 are mostly more accurate than the model mean (<A(t)>27), and second it avoids a discontinuity in
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316 the model compaction formulation caused by a change from the spinup A to the model mean. 
317 The second reason occurs because as the modeled mean accumulation replaces the spinup mean,
318 starting at the surface and propagating downward with time, the replacement introduces an
319 artificial trend in the modeled surface H(t) of several cm a-1 , thereby obscuring or falsely
320 indicating an elevation trend of several cm a-1.  Proper demonstration of this effect requires a
321 time-dependent formulation in the FC model as discussed above.
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Figure 2. Ice sheet of thickness, T, lying on Earth’s 
crust and underlying fluid mantle.  For long-term 
isostatic equilibrium (~ 10 ka) with constant ice 
thickness the depth of the depression would be D ≈ ρice 
/ρmantle • T = 600 m for T= 3000 m and ρmantle = 4.5 and 
the dB/dt would be zero.  As the glacial loading, T(t), on 
the Earth’s crust continually changes, the underlying 
viscous mantle hydrodynamically adjusts over millennia.  
Illustration is for an increasing ice thickness that induces 
a downward motion of the crust (i.e. dB/dt < 0), outward 
mantle flow, and mantle thinning.  For this case, the 
GRACE senses the gravitational changes of the 
increasing ice mass minus the decreasing mantle mass 
(ΔM) under the satellite.  ICESat senses the increase in 
ice thickness minus the downward motion of the crust 
and mantle caused by the change in mantle volume (ΔV).

Figure 1.  Antarctic Ice Sheet Regions and 
Drainage Systems.  East Antarctica (EA) is divided 
into EA1 (DS 2 to DS11) and EA2 (DS 12 to 
DS17).  The Antarctic Peninsula (AP) with DS 24 –
27. West Antarctica (WA) is divided into WA1 
(Pine Island Glacier DS 22, Thwaites and Smith 
Glaciers DS 21, and the coastal DS 20) and WA2 
(coastal DS 23 and inland DS1, DS18, and DS 19).  
Includes grounded ice within ice shelves and 
contiguous islands. 
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Figure 3. Glacial Isostatic Adjustment (GIA) in mm a-1 w. eq., basal uplift (dB/dt) in mm a-1, and 
RatioG/db equal to GIA/(0.91 • dB/dt) derived by three Earth models labeled Ivins, Whitehouse, and 
Peltier (Ivins et al., 2013, Whitehouse et al., 2012, and Peltier et al., 2014).  Subsidence rate from 
glacial loading in the central part of EA ice sheet is largest in Whitehouse model and smallest in Ivins.  

Figure 4. Profiles of GIA, dB/dt, and RatioG/dB from 
three dynamic Earth models Ivins (red), Peltier (green), 
and Whitehouse (blue) along 90° W across West 
Antarctica and along 90° E across East Antarctica 
extending into oceans.  Singularities in RatioG/dB are 
avoided by calculating regional averages.  Extent of 
continental ice is indicated by red lines.  
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• B(t) 

EA1
• H(t)

• Hd(t)

• CAT(t)

• Ha(t) 

Figure 5. Components of elevation change 
from ICESat for EA, EA1, and EA2 from Hd(t) 
= H(t) - Ha(t) - CAT(t) - (dB/dt) • t  with LQS fit 
through 2008 data only.  Linear trends and the  
adjusted dB/dt used for B(t) are in Table 3.  The 
dynamic Hd(t) is more linear than other the 
elevation terms.  

Figure 6. Components of mass change from 
ICESat for EA, EA1, and EA2 from Md(t) = 
ρice • Hd(t) from Fig 6 and Ma(t) = ∫t δA(t) • dt
with LQS fit through 2008 data only.  Linear 
trends and the dBcor applied are in Table 3. The 
dynamic Md(t) is more linear than the total 
M(t).
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WA1
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• Hd(t)
• CAT(t)

• Ha(t) 

Figure 7. Components of elevation change 
from ICESat for WA, WA1, and WA2 from 
Hd(t) = H(t) - Ha(t) - CAT(t) - (dB/dt) • t  with 
LQS fit through 2008 data only. Linear trends 
and the adjusted dB/dt used for B(t) are in 
Table 3. The dynamic Hd(t) is more linear than 
H(t) and other elevation terms. 

Figure 8. Components of mass change from 
ICESat for WA, WA1, and WA2 from Md(t) = 
ρice • Hd(t) from Fig 6 and Ma(t) = ∫t δA(t) • dt
with LQS fit through 2008 data only.  Linear 
trends and the dBcor and GIAcor applied are in 
Table 3. The dynamic Md(t) is more linear than 
the total M(t).  
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Figure 9 | Maps of dH/dt, (a) for 1992-2001 from ERS 
1, 2  (b) for 2003-2008 from ICESat, (c) for 2002.7-
2010.7 from Envisat showing regional dH/dt for areas 
of common coverage.

Figure 10 |  Average dH/dt from ERS (dashed red), 
ICESat (solid blue), and Envisat (dotted green) by DS 
and sub-regions for areas of common coverage.  DS 20, 
21, 22, 19, and 4 to 16 are completely covered. 
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Figure 11. ICESat and GRACE dM/dt for EA with 
no dBcor or GIAcor corrections (•) and with corrections 
from models of Ivins (•), Peltier (•), and Whitehouse 
(•).  ICESat and GRACE equalized dM/dt mass 
changes range from 148 Gt a-1 (♦) using Sg = -52.6 
Gt a-1 /mm a-1 and δB0 = -1.99 mm a-1 from Peltier 
model, to 151 Gt a-1 (♦) using Sg = -47.1 Gt a-1 /mm 
a-1 and δB0 = -2.28 mm a-1 from Ivins model, to 151 
Gt a-1 (♦) using Sgrv = -45.7 Gt a-1 /mm a-1 and δB0 = 
-2.36 mm a-1 from Whitehouse model.
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Figure 13.  M(t) time series for West Antarctica from 
ICESat (blue) and GRACE (red) using the equalizing 
dBcor and GIAcor listed in table 3.  The linear trends 
from LQS fits at the midpoints of 2003 to 2009, 2009 
to 2012, and 2012 to 2016.3 also in table 6a.

Figure 12 M(t) time series for East Antarctica from 
ICESat (blue) and GRACE (red) using the equalizing 
dBcor and GIAcor listed in table 3. The linear trends 
from LQS fits at the midpoints of 2003 to 2009, 2009 
to 2012, and 2012 to 2016.3 also in table 6a.
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-10* Gt a-1
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-36 Gt a-1

(+15) -30 Gt a-1

(+6)

AP

ICESat

GRACE

Figure 14. M(t) time series for Antarctica Peninsula 
from ICESat (blue) and GRACE (red) using dBcor =    
-0.5 a-1 and GIAcor = -2.3 Gt a-1 from Ivins2. The 
linear trends from LQS fits at the midpoints of 2003 
to 2009, 2009 to 2012, and 2012 to 2016.3 are also in 
table 6a. *The -10 Gt a-1 from LQS is replaced by -29 
Gt a-1 from average-linear change analysis in AIS sum 
in Fig 13 and Table 6.

Figure 15. M(t) time series for Antarctica from 
ICESat (blue) and GRACE (red). The linear trends 
from LQS fits at the midpoints of 2003 to 2009, 2009 
to 2012, and 2012 to 2016.3 are also in table 6a.
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Figure 16.  ICESat Maps for 2003-2008. a), a’) dM/dt, b) b’)  dMd/dt, and c) c’) dMa/dt using dB/dt
equal to IvinsdB/dt + δBadj.  Rates are linear terms of LQS fits at year 2006.0.  *Rates for AP from 
average-linear-change analysis.
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Figure 17.  Maps of the calculated firn density ρa = 
Δ Ma / Δ(Ha- CA) (see text following Eqn 16) 
associated with the accumulation driven dMa/dt 
mass changes for a) 1992-2001 and b) 2003-08, 
showing the large spatial and temporal variations. 
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